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INTRODUCTION 
Social maladjustment in childhood has been linked to later life dfficuhies such as 
dropping out of school, criminal behavior, aduh psychopathology (Parker & Asher, 1987; 
Robins, 1966, 1979), and suicide (Cairns, Peterson, & Neckerman, 1988). Aggressive 
maladjustment has also been found to be stable over time (Coie & Dodge, 1983; Olweus, 
1979). Social information processing (SIP) models have been useful in studying socially 
conqjetent and incompetent behaviors that are thought to underlie current and later 
maladjustment (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Dodge, 1986; Dodge & Price, 1994). Con^aring 
social information processing patterns of socially adjusted and maladjusted children may lead 
to a better understanding of particular difBcuhies that contribute to maladjustment, and that 
may be amenable to intervention (Crick & Dodge, 1994). It was the goal of this study to 
expand upon current research in the area of SIP patterns by examining four of the SIP stages 
(interpretation, goal clarification, response generation, and response evaluation) in four 
subgroups of children: (a) anxious, (b) depressed, (c) aggressive and (d) children with 
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). This study also examined one overlooked 
process, the role of emotion, in the SIP model By advancing the understanding of unique SIP 
patterns within and among various subgroups of children, this study can provide a framework 
to assist parents, teachers, and consultants in developing more successful interventions for 
children-
A majority of the research on social information processing in children has focused on 
aggression (Dodge & Coie, 1987; Dodge & Crick, 1990; Dodge et aL, 1986; Lochman & 
Lenhart, 1993; Quiggle, Garber, Panak, «& Dodge, 1992) and peer rejection (Cirino & Beck, 
1991; Feldman & Dodge, 1987; Moore, Hughes, & Robinson, 1992). Aggressive children 
have di£5culties at all five stages of Dodge's (1980) social information processing model 
(Crick and Dodge, 1994; Dodge, 1986; Lochman & Lenhart, 1993). Quiggle et al. (1992) 
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interpreted much of the theory and research on childhood depression from a social information 
processing view. Quiggle et aL found syndrome specific SIP deficits in depressed children, 
such as global, internal, stable attributions for negative events. A few studies have 
investigated social information processing patterns of children with ADHD (Moore et aL, 
1992; Murphy, Pelham, & Lang, 1992). No studies have been done to address specific social 
information processing patterns of anxious children. One reason for this may be that only 
recentfy efforts have been initiated to develop instrument.'; that pan digtingiii«;h anxious 
children from depressed children (Cole, Truglio & Peeke, 1997; Schmidt, 1996). More 
research is needed on unique aspects of SIP in anxious children and children with Attention 
Deficit/Hyperactrvity Disorder to determine if SIP differences between aggressive and 
depressed children reflect specific diGferences versus a more general distinction between 
internalizing and externalizing disorders. One primary goal of the current study was to 
examine drfiferences in social information processing patterns among aggressive, ADHD, 
depressed and anxious children. This was done through conq)arisons of the four 
psychopathology groups, as well as correlational analyses looking at the relations among SIP 
stages. 
According to Dodge's (1986) social information processing model, children proceed 
sequentially through a five stage social ioformation processii  ^sequence when feced with a 
social situation. These five stages are: (a) encoding of cues; (b) cue interpretation; (c) 
response generation; (d) response selection; and (e) behavioral response. There was some 
evidence that these processing stages occur sequentiaify and predict behavior (Dodge, Pettit, 
McClaskey, & Brown, 1986; Dodge & Price, 1994); however, studies of sequential 
processing have focused onfy on aggressive, aggressive-rejected, and non-aggressive/averse 
children. Crick and Dodge (1994) reformulated the model into an expanded model, which 
involved six SIP stages: (a) encoding of cues; (b) cue interpretation; (c) clarification of goals; 
(d) response access or construction; (e) response decision; (Q behavioral enactment. Goal 
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claxificatioii was included as an additional SIP st^e. A second goal of this study was to 
examine the role of goal clarification as a mediator between interpretation of cues and 
response generation. Finally, the role of emotional reaction was examined as a mediator 
between cue interpretation and response decisions in the SIP model. 
Emotion is an important, yet firequentfy neglected, variable to address when studying 
children's social adjustment (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Dodge, 1986, 1991; Gottman, 1986; 
Quiggle et aL, 1992). Dodge (1991) states that emotion is likely an inqxjrtant part of each 
social information processing stage. A few studies have examined emotion within the context 
of social information processing (Cirino & Beck, 1991; Locbman & Lenhart, 1993; Quiggle et 
aL, 1992). For exanqile, depressed children have reported more angry and more sad feelings 
in reaction to negative social situations (e.g., being told "no" by a peer) than aggressive 
children (Quiggle et aL, 1992). Children who are both aggressive and depressed generate 
more purely affective (as opposed to assertive or aggressive) responses to social situations 
(Quiggle et aL, 1992). Aggressive children report that they would feel less angry in 
provocation situations than non-aggressive peers (Quiggle et aL, 1992). Aggressive children 
may be less skilliiil at recognizing or reporting their level of anger, or they may be less willing 
to report ai^ry feelings (Lochman & Lenhart, 1993; (^ggle et aL, 1992). Popular and 
neglected girls tend to report more negative feelings in social situations than their male 
sociometric counterparts (Cirino & Beck, 1991). More studies addressing the role of emotion 
are needed (Crick & Dodge, 1994). Therefore, another goal of this study was to examine the 
role of emotion within the context of children's social infermation processing. 
In summary, the three major questions addressed by the current study were: (a) What 
differences exist in the social information processii  ^patterns of aggressive, ADHD, 
depressed, and anxious children? (b) What is the functional role of emotion within the context 
of social information processing in these children? and (c) What types of goals do children 
generate in social situations, and what role does goal-setting play in the SIP process? 
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Following is a more comprehensive review of the current literature as it relates to these three 
questions. 
Social Information Processing Models 
Dodge (1986) developed a five-stage model of social information processing in 
children. He proposed that, when &ced with a social situation, children engage in four mental 
stages: (a) encoding of situational cues (involving sensation, perception, attention, and focus), 
(b) representing and interpreting those social cues, (c) mentally searching for possible 
responses to the situation (Le., generatii  ^responses), and (d) selecting a response (includii  ^
thinking of potential consequences, evaluating possible outcomes, and selecting a response); 
and finally, a behavioral stage, (e) enactment of a social behavior. 
Crick and Dodge (1994) reformulated this model into a non-linear model involving 
parallel processing of several stages at one time. They proposed that children are probably 
perpetually engaging in each of the stages, smce they are confronted with several social cues 
at any one time. The reformulated model involves six st^es: (a) encoding social cues, (b) 
interpreting cues (which includes causal attributions, intent attributions, and other 
interpretations), (c) clarification of goals, (d) response access or construction, (e) response 
decision (including response evaluation, outcome expectations, self-efficacy evaluation, and 
response selection), and (Q behavioral enactment. In addition. Crick and Dodge state that 
social information processing is influenced by peer evaluation and response, based on evidence 
that children's social information processing is related to reputation or prior knowledge of a 
peer (Cirino & Beck, 1991; Hymel, 1986; Rogosch & Newconib, 1989) and peers' behavior 
toward each other (Dodge et aL, 1986). 
This study examined four of the SIP stages; (a) interpretation of cues, (b) clarification 
of goals, (c) response access or construction, and (d) response decision. A fiill review of 
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research on all stages of the model is beyond the scope of this paper, so only the SIP stages 
being examined in this study are reviewed. 
Interpretation of cues 
How a child interprets a situation has been linked to actual behavioral responses 
(Dodge et aL, 1986). For example, if an aggressive child interprets a particular peer's 
behavior to be hostile, that child is more likely to respond aggressively. Furthermore, the 
child's perception of the situation and the intent of others, as opposed to the actual intent of 
others, is a stronger determinant of behavior (Dodge, Murphy, & Buschbaima, 1984). 
Therefore, it is important to study children's interpretations of social cues; processing errors at 
this stage can affect all later cognitive processes. Research on the interpretation of cues 
among aggressive, ADHD, depressed and anxious children will be described in this section. 
Aggression and Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
Aggressive boys are more likefy than non-aggressive boys to attribute hostile intent to 
peer behavior, especially in ambiguous or benign situations (Dodge, 1986; Dodge & Crick, 
1990; Dodge & Frame, 1982; Dodge et al., 1984; Quiggle et aL, 1992). Aggressive children 
also make errors in their interpretations of intent in response to accidental provocation 
(Dodge et aL, 1986). This hostile attribution bias (Nasby, Hayden, & DePaulo, 1979) has 
been foimd in aggressive boys (Dodge, 1980; Quiggle et aL, 1992), aggressive girls (Feldman 
& Dodge, 1987), aggressive emotionalfy  ^disturbed boys in residential treatment (Nasby et aL, 
1979), aggressive boys in a psychiatric outpatient program (Nfilich & Dodge, 1984), 
adolescent boys and girls (Dodge & Tomlin, 1987), and middle-school children (Sancilio, 
Plumert, & Hartup, 1989). Aggressive children also display hostile attnbutional bias in 
contrived sitiiations such as a peer knocking down a subject's block tower (Steinberg & 
Dodge, 1983), and wrecking a subject's puzzle (Dodge, 1980), thus extending research from 
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vignettes to actual peer encounters. Aggressive children's intent attributions also seem to be 
based on fewer cues (Dodge & Newman, 1981), and cues presented last (Le., they displayed a 
recency bias; Dodge & TomKn, 1987). 
Some research indicates that the hostile intent bias may be dependent on certain 
situational variables (Akhtar & Bradley, 1991; Dodge & Coie, 1987; Dodge & Frame, 1982; 
Dodge & Somberg, 1987; Sancilio et aL, 1989). There is some evidence that this bias is 
specific to retaliatory/reactive aggression, as opposed to aggression with a proactive goal 
(Dodge & Coie, 1987). Dodge and Somberg (1987) also found the bias was greater v^^en the 
aggressive child was imder threaL Sancilio et aL (1989) found bias in aggressive children onfy 
when an ambiguous action was directed at the subjects themselves, indicating a possible 
egocentrism in evaluating environmental cues (Akhtar & Bradley, 1991). The hostile intent 
attribution bias also seems to be greatest in aggressive boys who are inq)ulsive, hyperactive 
and reactive (Dodge & Coie, 1987; Milich & Dodge, 1984). One study found both aggressive 
and non-aggressive children to show hostile attribution tendencies (Pettit, Dodge, & Brown, 
1988). The finding was attributed to the &ct that all children came fi'om economically and 
otherwise distressed &milies. Therefore, the children may have learned to attribute hostility to 
others, regardless of the child's own behavior (Pettit et aL, 1988). In another study, both 
aggressive and non-aggressive boys predicted more teacher hostility would be directed toward 
aggressive boys in an ambiguous situation (Trachtenberg & Viken, 1994). Aggressive 
children have been found to be frequent victims of aggression; however they instigated 
aggression more often than they were victimized (Dodge & Frame, 1982). 
Evidence exists that Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and aggression, although 
strongly correlated and frequently comorbid, should be considered at least partially 
independent domains (Hinshaw, 1987). Some of the characteristics that are associated with 
aggressive/conduct disordered children include (a) antisocial parents, (b) low socioeconomic 
status, (c) frimify hostility, (d) more frequent on task behavior in structured situation, (e) 
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popularity as well as rejection, and (f) very poor long term behavioral and social outcomes 
(Hinshaw, 1987). In contrast, variables associated with ADHD/hyperactivity include (a) 
cognitive and achievement deficits, (b) more frequent oflF task behavior in classroom situations 
than non-ADHD peers, and (c) less risk for behavioral deviance in adolescence than non-
ADHD students exhibiting aggressive behaviors in pre-adolescence. Hyperactive children do 
have social problems that are consistent over time (Whalen & Henker, 1985), and many are 
surprised and discouraged when their behavior leads to negative outcomes (Moore et aL, 
1992). Comorbid children tend to exhibit the worst behavior, peer status (e.g., rejection), and 
outcomes in adulthood (Hinshaw, 1987). 
In regard to social information processing, fewer SIP deficits have been found in 
children with ADHD as opposed to aggressive and rejected children (Moore et aL, 1992; 
Murphy et aL, 1992). Hyperactive aggressive and rejected children have been shown to have 
slightly more encoding and cue utilization deficiencies (Le., noticing body language and verbal 
cues) than other children, but biases and deficiencies in cue interpretation have not been found 
(Moore et aL, 1992; Murphy et aL, 1992). Methylphenidate had an effect on two recall 
measures of cue encodmg, but no effects on any other SIP measures (Murphy et aL, 1992). 
Therefore, positive effects of methylphenidate on behavior do not appear to be directly related 
to a general improvement in SIP so this &ctor does not require special consideration in 
current research efforts. More research on SIP in children with ADHD appears warranted. 
Depression and anxiety 
One theory of depression is the reformulated learned helplessness model (Abramson, 
Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978). This theory states that depression occurs when the mdividual 
attributes the event to internal, stable, and global causes. Cue interpretation research supports 
the reformulated learned helplessness modeL Depressed children tend to attribute negative 
events to internal, global, stable causes (Bodiford, Eisenstadt, Johnson, & Bradlyn, 1988; 
s 
Kaslow, Rehm, Pollack, & Siegel, 1988; Kaslow, Refam, & Siegel, 1984; Schmidt, 1996; 
Quiggle et aL, 1992). Depressed children tend to make external, specific, and unstable 
attributions for positive events (Curry & Craighead, 1990; Kaslow et aL, 1984,1988; Nolen-
Hoeksema, Girgus, & Seligman, 1986). Both aggressive and depressed children show a 
hostile attributional bias; however, only depressed children showed a depressogenic 
attributional bias (Quiggle et aL, 1992). 
Recent '^, e£forts have been made to develop measures that distinguish between 
depression and anxiety (Schmidt, 1996). Although anxiety and depression are correlated and 
have a high rate of comorbidity (Brady & Kendall, 1992), there is some discriminant validity 
evidence to separate the two (Schmidt, 1996). Also, anxious children do not display the 
internal, stable, global attributional style of depressed children (Schmidt, 1996). This further 
suggests that anxiety and depression are distinct constructs. 
Goal clarification 
According to the reformulated model of SIP, aiter children interpret social cues, they 
formulate goals for the outcome of the social situation (Crick & Dodge, 1994). It is 
recommended that an open-ended approach, as was implemented in this study, be used to 
explore vsto types of goals children formulate (Crick & Dodge, 1994). Research on goal 
clarification among aggressive, ADHD, depressed and anxious children will be presented. 
Aggression and Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
Aggressive children have been found to endorse domination and revenge as motivators 
for behavior, and to ignore the relationship aspect of social encounters (Akhtar & Bradley, 
1991; Crick & Dodge, 1994; Renshaw& Asher, 1983;Lochn]an&Lenhart, 1993). For 
example, an aggressive child might be less Ukefy  ^ to consider "maintaining a fiiendship" a 
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motivator for his/her behavior. Aggressive cliildreii also e^qnress value in gamfng control of 
victims and show less concern about the suffering of victims (Boldizar, Perry, & Perry, 1989). 
Less research has been done fix>m a SIP view on goals formed by children with 
ADHD. It has been hypothesized that perhaps SIP deficits in children with ADHD are due to 
underlying impulsivity and inattention (Minphy et aL, 1992). Moore et aL (1992) points out 
that children with ADHD have little knowledge of how to mafntfltn interpersonal relationships 
and deal with confKct. Children with ADHD are often surprised by the negative outcomes of 
their behavior (Moore et aL, 1992). It is possible that these difficulties could be related to a 
lack of goal clarification. 
Depression and anxiety 
According to the reformulated learned helplessness theory (Abramson et aL, 1978), 
depressed childrea do not feel that any action will control the outcome of events, due to their 
internal, stable, global attributional bias. One purpose of this study was to examine whether 
this attributional bias is related to the formulation of goals in depressed childreiL The current 
study attempted to examine what goals anxious children generated in social situations, and if 
these goals varied in any way from depressed children's goals. 
Response generation 
Research on children's response generation has focused on three main variables: (a) the 
number of responses generated in a social situation, (b) the content of the responses, and (c) 
the order in which particular responses are generated (Crick & Dodge, 1994). Most studies 
provide evidence for a link between children's response generation and their social adjustment 
(Crick & Dodge, 1994). Research on response generation among aggressive, ADHD, 
depressed and anxious children will be reviewed. 
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Aggression and Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
Aggressive chfldren appear to access fewer responses in social situations than do their 
peers (Asamow & Callan, 1985; Dodge et aL, 1986). Boys with the highest rates of 
aggression generate the fewest responses (Lochman, Lanpron, Burch & Curry, 1985). 
Aggressive children also generate responses judged to be less prosocial and more aggressive 
across a variety of situations inchidii  ^group entry, provocation, obtaining an object, and 
imdadng a friendship (Asamow & Callan, 1985 Dodge et aL, 1986; Pettit et aL, 1988; Quiggle 
et aL, 1992; Richard & Dodge, 1982). Aggressive children generate responses based more on 
situational and less on dispositional information about peers (Cutrona & Feshbach, 1979). 
Antisocial response generation has been found in aggressive girls as well as aggressive boys 
(Dodge et aL, 1984; Dodge & Tomlin, 1987; Feldman & Dodge, 1987; Steinberg & Dodge, 
1983). Accessing prosocial responses may be more difScult for children displaying 
instrumental aggression (ie., bulfying or coercion) than for children displaying reactive 
aggression (Dodge & Coie, 1987). If asked to generate more than one response, aggressive 
children tend to provide mostly aggressive responses, even if they initially are able to verbalize 
a prosocial response (Richard & Dodge, 1982). This indicates aggressive children have a 
large repertoire of ^ gressive responses (Richard & Dodge, 1982). Aggressive children 
generate fewer assertive responses than non-aggressive children (Richard & Dodge, 1982; 
Rubin & Daniels-Biemess, 1983). Aggressive children generate more help-seeking responses 
and want more adult intervention than non-aggressive children (Asher & Renshaw, 1983; 
Dodge et aL, 1984; Rabiner, Lenhart & Lochman, 1990). Aggressive response generation 
was most apparent in aggressive children who were also rejected (Asamow & Callan, 1985; 
Lochman & Lampron, 1986). Few studies have examined response generation of children 
with ADHD; however, one study foimd that hyperactive aggressive boys generated many 
antisocial responses (NClich & Dodge, 1984). 
II 
Depression and anxiety 
Depressed children have been found to generate as many responses to a social 
situation as non-depressed children; however, depressed children generate more irrelevant 
strategies (Miillins, Siegel, & Hodges, 1985). Although depressed children did not seem to be 
more likely to generate more passive or withdrawn responses than other children, they did 
generate fewer assertive responses (Quiggle et aL, 1992). Response generation in anxious 
children has not been addressed in the literature; however some research on response 
generation in avoidant children has been conducted (Deluty, 1981; Rubin, 1982). Research on 
children displaying avoidant behavior found that avoidant children generated responses that 
were more submissive and less aggressive than responses generated by other children in 
hypothetical social situations (Deluty, 1981). In addition, avoidant children tended to be more 
likefy to ask for adult assistance in conflict situations (Rubin, 1982). It was hypothesized that 
anxious children may also generate as many responses as other children, but that more passive 
or withdrawn responses may be generated. 
Response evaluation 
Research on response evaluation and selection has addressed (a) how "good" or "bad" 
a child rates his or her own particular response, (b) what the child expects the outcome of a 
certain response to be, and, consistent with Bandura's (1977) theory of self^fiBcacy, (c) how 
coni^ent the child feels in performing a particular response (Crick & Dodge, 1994). The 
current study assessed these three aspects of response evaluation. 
Aggression and Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
Aggressive children are more likely to evaluate aggressive responses as "good," and 
are less likety to endorse passive or assertive responses to social situations (Asamow & 
Callan, 1985; Deluty, 1983; Dodge et aL, 1986; Feldman & Dodge, 1987; Quiggle et aL, 
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1992). Aggressive children also tend to thmlc that aggressive responses vvHl lead to more 
positive rewards and instrumental outcomes (Perry et aL, 1986). For exanq>le, aggressive 
children do not expect aversive behavior from others when using aggressive responses (Perry 
et aL, 1986). Richard and Dodge (1982) found that when presented with effective and 
ineffective solutions, aggressive children could evaluate a "good" response; however, 
aggressive children tend to place more value on the expected positive outcomes of aggressive 
behavior (Asamow & Callan, 1985; Boldizar et aL, 1989). Aggressive children also report 
they feel more competent enacting aggressive responses (Perry et aL, 1986; Qu^gle et aL, 
1992). Aggressive children are aware of fewer problem-solvii  ^stages and mention fewer 
potential obstacles to achieving expected outcomes in social situations (Pellegrini, 1985; 
Shure & Spivack, 1972). 
Children with ADHD have dif5culty identifying appropriate social responses (Moore 
et aL, 1992); however fewer differences in response evaluation have been found between 
normal and ADHD children. One study found that rqected hyperactive children report they 
are more likely to respond with hostility in ambiguous situations than accepted hyperactive 
children (Moore et aL, 1992). 
Depression and anxiety 
Depressed children appear to display a different pattern with regard to response 
evaluation in social situations (Kaslow et aL, 1988; Kaslow et aL, 1984; Quiggle et aL, 1992). 
Depressed children frequently view situations as out of their control (Kaslow et aL, 1988). 
They expect few positive outcomes in social situations (Kazdin, Evsveldt-Dawson, Unis, & 
Rancurello, 1983; BCazdin, Rodgers, & Colbus, 1986; (Juiggle et aL, 1992). They ejqject few 
positive and more negative outcomes from assertive behavior, and tend to expect positive 
otitcomes from withdrawal (Quiggle et aL, 1992). Depressed children also report they would 
find assertive responses more difGcult to perform than other types of responses (e.g.. 
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wfthdrawn responses) (Quiggle et al, 1992) and feel they lack skills to respond con^tentfy in 
social situations (Kazdin et aL, 1983; Kazdin et aL, 1986; Quiggle et aL, 1992). 
Response evaluation and selection has not been directly assessed in anxious children. 
However, some research has examined response selection in avoidant children (Dehity, 1983). 
No relationship was found between response evaluation or outcome expectations and avoidant 
behavior (Deluty, 1983). In contrast. Crick and Dodge (1989) found a positive relation 
between negative outcome expectations for aggressive behavior and avoidant behavioral 
patterns. Crick and Dodge (1989) also found that avoidant behavior was related to a lack of 
confidence in performing aggressive acts. 
Summary 
In summary, research has provided evidence for unique patterns at each of the SIP 
stages reviewed in aggressive, rejected and depressed children. Less evidence has been found 
for unique SIP patterns in children with Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. More 
research is needed on unique aspects of SIP in anxious children and children with Attention 
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder to determine if SIP differences between aggressive and 
depressed children reflect specific differences versus a more general distinction between 
internalizing and externalizing disorders. 
Emotion 
According to the new reformulated model of SIP (Crick & Dodge, 1994), emotion has 
the potential to influence each stage of the SIP process. Several researchers have stated the 
need to fiirther examine the role of emotion within a SIP framework (Crick & Dodge, 1994; 
Dodge et al., 1986; Gottman, 1986). Some researchers have addressed the role of emotion at 
various stages of the SEP process (Crick & Ladd, 1993; Dodge & Somberg, 1987; Quiggle et 
al., 1992). For example, at the cue interpretation stage, children's distressed feelings m social 
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situations may depend on causal attributions they make (Crick & Ladd, 1993). Emotion can 
have an influence on aggressive chUdren's interpretation accuracy (Cirino & Beck, 1991; 
Dodge & Somberg, 1987). Aggressive children report that they would feel less angry in 
provocation situations than non-aggressive peers (Quiggle et aL, 1992). i^gressive children 
may be less skillflii at recognizing or reporting their level of anger, or they may be less willing 
to report angry feelings (Quiggle et aL, 1992). 
Depressed children have reported more angry and more sad feelings in response to 
negative social situations than aggressive children (Blumberg & Izard, 1985; Quiggle et aL, 
1992). In the response generation stage, children who are both aggressive and depressed 
generate more purely affective (as opposed to assertive or aggressive) responses to social 
situations (Qiiiggle et aL, 1992). In addition, gender may play a role in how affect influences 
social information processing (Cirino & Beck, 1991). Girls tend to report more negative 
feelii^s in social situations than boys (Cirino & Beck, 1991). Little research has been done to 
address the role of emotion in regard to goal generation or response evaluation/selection. 
Summary 
Previous research has demonstrated unique SIP patterns in aggressive and depressed 
children. Less research has been conducted on SIP patterns in children with ADHD and 
anxiety. The current study expands upon the current literature by including these two 
subgroups of children in the con:q}arison of SIP patterns, and allows fer the examination of 
unique differences in SIP patterns in these subgroups of children. 
Little research has been done on what types of goals children generate in social 
situations. The current study extends current research on the goal clarification stage of the 
reformulated SIP model (Crick & Dodge, 1994). Procedures suggested by Crick and Dodge 
(1994) were used. 
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The role of emotion in the SIP model has been suggested as an area in need of fiirther 
research (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Dodge et aL, 1986; Gottman, 1986). The current study 
attenqjted to examine feelings children experience or identify in certain negative social 
situations, including feelings of anger, sadness, happiness, and fear. 
A summary of the hypotheses for this study in regard to the SIP variables is 
depicted in Table 1. In addition to advancing the imderstanding of unique SIP patterns within 
and among various subgroups of children, the current study inspires future research in 
childhood interventions. A few researchers have recommended the application of current 
information on SIP patterns to developing specific mterventions for children (Akhtar & 
Bradley, 1991; Lochman & Lenhart, 1993), Feldman and Dodge (1987) suggest 
individualized remediation for students based on assessment of SIP patterns. The current 
study has the potential to provide the groundwork for future research on the use of SIP 
assessment in assisting parents, teachers, and consultants in developing successful 
interventions for childrerL 
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Table 1. Hypotheses of relatiotiships between SIP variables and psychopathology measures* 
SIP Variable Self Report Self Report Peer Report Teacher 
Depression Anxiety Aggression Report ADHD 
Attribution of hostile intent + - + 
Depressogenic attributional style + - -
Mad affect + - + 
Sad affect + _ _ 
Bad affect + - -
Afraid affect _ + -
Aggressive goal generation . . + 
Assertive goal generation _ . _ 
^^(^drawn goal generation + + -
Pure affect goal generation . . . 
Get more info goal generation . - + + 
Force others goal generation _ - + 
Other goal generation . . _ 
Self generated goal evsduation -
Pure affect goal evaluation _ _ _ 
Revenge goal evaluation . - + . 
Make things feir goal evaluation . . _ 
Get more info goal evaluation _ . _ + 
Aggressive response generation . . + 
Assertive response generation , _ _ 
Withdrawn response generation + + -
Pure affect response generation _ - -
Get more info response gen. . _ _ + 
Force others response generation . - + 
Other response generation . . -
Self gen. response-good idea _ _ _ 
Self generated response-likely _ _ -
Self generated response-easy 
' +" indicates significant results were expected, indicates results were not expected to 
attain significance 
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Table 1. (continued) 
SIP Variable Self Report Self Report Peer Report Teacher 
Depression Anxiety Agression Report ADHD 
Arguing-good idea - - - -
Arguing-Iikefy - - - -
Arguing-easy - - + -
Standing aside-good idea 4- + - -
Standing aside-likety + + - -
Standing aside-easy + - -
Walking away-good idea + + - -
Walking away-likefy + + - -
Walking away-easy + + - -
Getting more info-good idea - - - -
Getting more info-likely - - - -
Getting more info-easy - - - -
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METHOD 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study were 91 children (Le., 39 boys and 52 girls) in grades 5 
(^es 10 to 12 years old). The students were randomfy selected from a pool of approximately 
300 students in an Iowa public school who participated in a screening procedure described 
below. Parental consent for children's partic^tion was obtained through informed consent 
letters, which were sent home with the children (see Appendix A). Teachers of participating 
students also provided data for the study. 
Measures 
Assessment of depression, anxiety. Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and 
aggression 
Data were gathered from multiple sources. Self-report, teacher report, and peer report 
measures were used. Instruments were developed to reduce content overlap of scales, and to 
increase content overlap across informants (Schmidt, 1996). The instruments discriminate 
between depression and anxiety (Schmidt, 1996). Similar self-report measures have also been 
shown to Histingiiish between aggressiveness, assertiveness, and submissiveness in children 
(Deluty, 1979). Copies of the instructions used during administration of the screening 
instruments are provided in Appendix B. Copies of the instruments used in this study are 
provided in Appendix C. 
Self-report 
The Self-Report Inventory (SRI) was a 53 item questionnaire that assessed a variety of 
problems including symptoms of ADHD, aggression, anxiety, and depression (Schmidt, 1996). 
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SRI hems were drawn from the Chfld Depression Inventory (GDI), State-Trait Anxiety 
Inventory for Children (STAI-C), Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS), and 
the Harter Perceived Social Competence Scale. All items were formatted into a 3-option 
forced-choice scale similar to that used in the CDI. 137 students conq)leted the SRI. Scale 
reliabilities are presented in Table 2. 
Teacher report 
The Teacher Report Inventory (TRI) was a 36 item rating scale. These 36 items 
screened for teacher perceptions of depressive symptoms, anxiety symptoms, ADHD 
synqjtoms, and peer rejection. Items were drawn from the Achenbach Child Behavior 
Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1986). Items were modified to in^rove 
discriminant validity by e3q)anding the response scale from a three point rating to a five-point 
rating. 141 Teacher Report Inventories were completed. 
Peer nomination 
The Peer Nomination Inventory was used to assess peer perceptions of depression, 
anxiety, aggression and ADHD. This inventory contained items similar in content to the items 
on the Self-Report Inventory and the Teacher Report Inventory. For each item, children 
nominated other children in their own grade according to the behavioral descriptor of the 
item. The number of nominations for each item was summed and standardized within each 
grade, and yielded a score representing the number of times each child was nominated for 
each item (Coie, Dodge & Coppotelli, 1982). Peer judgments have been found to correspond 
closely to actual behavioral patterns of children (Dodge et aL, 1986). Despite some concern 
about possible negative effects on children due to the use of negative nomination procedures, 
no such negative consequences have been found (Bell-Dolan, Foster & Sikora, 1989; Cirino & 
Beck, 1991; Hayvren & HymeL 1984). Children have not been found to be at risk for mental 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of psychopathology syioptom scales/number of items per scale 
Psychopathology Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Coefficient 
Scale Deviation Alpha 
Self Report-
Depression 0.0 16.0 4.7 3.7 .75/13 
Self Report-Anxiety 0.0 25.0 9.2 4.8 .73/14 
Self Report-
Aggression 0.0 5.0 2.5 1.4 .22/5 
SelfReport-ADHD 0.0 14.0 4.8 2.9 .71/8 
Teacher Report-
Depression 0.0 26.0 3.9 5.8 .92/8 
Teacher Report-
Anxiety 0.0 23.0 5.8 5.6 .76/9 
Teacher Report-
Aggression 0.0 16.0 2.4 3.5 .91/7 
Teacher Report-
ADHD 0.0 16.0 3.2 4.0 .88/3 
Peer Report-
Depression -0.9 4.9 0.0 1.0 .70/4 
Peer Report-Anxiety -1.2 5.0 0.0 1.0 .65/5 
Peer Report-
Aggression -0.8 4.1 0.0 1.0 .71/3 
Peer Report-ADHD -0.9 3.1 2.8 1.0 .46/3 
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discomfort, harm, or danger, as long as they are (a) informed of confidentiality, (b) presented 
with the task in a matter-of-&ct manner, and (c) given a developmentaDy appropriate rationale 
prior to and after the procedure (Cirino &. Beck, 1991). Standardized instructions were used 
in the current study to assure these conditions were met (see Appendix B). 
Assessment of social information processing patterns 
Subjects were interviewed individually by graduate and undergraduate students who 
were blind to the status of the children with respect to aggression, ADHD, depression, and 
anxiety. The interviewer asked students to respond orally to questions, while the interviewer 
transcribed their responses on the interview form Open-ended responses were written down 
and coded later. This procedure was similar to that used by Quiggle, et aL (1992). 
Vignettes 
Six information processing vignettes and interview questions similar to those iised by 
Quiggle et aL (1992) were used to gather social information processing data (see Table 3). 
The vignettes depicted students in situations where (a) they tried to enter a group but were 
rejected (3 Entry vignettes), and (b) a peer ridicided or bumped them (3 Provocation 
vignettes). 
Entry and provocation situations have been shown to elicit biased cognitive 
interpretations in aggressive children (Dodge, 1983, 1986; Dodge, McCIaskey, & Feldman, 
1985). They have silso been shown to be social situations that are relevant to the age group 
participating in the study (Cavell & Kelley, 1994). Vignettes were worded so that the gender 
of the character was ambiguous. The vignettes were presented to the children in a random 
order. 
Table 3. V^ettes 
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Vipnette 1: You see some Idds playing a fim game on the playgroimd. You would like to 
join them and play, too. You go up to the kids and ask, "Can I play?" One 
of the kids turns around and says, "No." 
Vignette 2: You are in the limchroom with your tray. You see a table where some kids 
are laughing and having a good time. You go over and ask to sit there. One 
of the kids says, "No." 
Vignette 3: You come into class late and the teacher has the other students divided into 
groups, workii  ^on a project. She tells you to pick a group to work with. 
You go up to one of the groups and ask to work with them. One of the kids 
says, "No." 
Vignette 4: You're waiting in line at the drinking foimtain and another kid bumps into 
you. You turn around and s/he doesnt say anything. 
Vi^ette You're working on a project at your desk. Another student knocks part of it 
on the floor. The kid sees it &11, looks at you and doesnt say anything. 
Vipnette fi: You're on the playground and all of a sudden a ball hits you. You look 
around and there is a kid looking at you. 
Attribution of intent and attribotional style 
Information representii  ^stage two (Le., Representation Process) of the Crick and 
Dodge (1994) reformulated model of social information processing was examined by 
gathering data about the student's attribution of intent and attributional style. Question 1 
addressed these attributions. Questions (la), (lb) and (Ic) reflected extemafizing/hostile 
attributions. Questions (Id) and (le) reflected internalizing attributions. Questions (If) and 
(Ig) reflected stable attributions, (^estions (Ih) and (li) reflected globalizing attributions. 
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Students were presented with nine possible reasons for the behavior of the peers in the 
vignettes. They were asked to rate on a scale from 1 "no" to 3 "maybe" to 4 "yes" if the 
questions represented why the peers in the vignette responded as they did. 
Attributions presented were similar to those presented in the Children's Attributional 
Style Questionnaire (Seligman et aL, 1984) and the Multiple Stressor Attribution Inventory 
(MSAI; Panak, Endelmann, Schmidt, & Downs, 1994), but the attributions reflected the 
content of the vignettes. The degree to which a student confirmed an internal over an 
external, a global over specific, and a stable over an unstable attribution was detennined. A 
composite attribution score was calculated by summing the number of Internal, Global and 
Stable attributions, with high scores indicating a more depressogenic attributional style. 
Affect 
Students' self-reported affective state was examined during the interview. Affect 
ratings were presented after the attribution stage in the SEP interview (Questions 2a through 
2d on the interview). Students were asked to rate how mad, sad, bad and afi^d they feh. By 
assessing mood at this point in the SIP interview, the role of emotion as a mediator between 
SIP stages could be examined. 
Goal clarification 
Following an assessment of affect (see above). Goal Clarification was examined by 
asking students vdjat they would like to have happen in the situation (Question 3), and by 
having them evaluate different types of goals (Question 3a and 5a - d). Students were asked 
what they would like the outcome of the situation to be and rate how good a goal they 
thought this was on a scale fix)m 1 "not good" to 4 "really good." 
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Response geDeration 
Stage foinr. Response Search Process, was investigated tiirough response generation 
data (Question 4). Students were asked to provide multiple responses as to what they thought 
they would do if they were in the situation depicted in the vignette. Responses were coded as 
(a) aggressive, (b) assertive, (c) withdrawn, (d) pure affect, or (e) other. Aggressive 
responses were coded if the response involved physical or verbal agression or retaliation. 
The responses were considered assertive if the student requested information, bargained, tried 
again, or worked harder. Passive/withdrawn responses were coded if the student stated 
she/he would do nothing, took the blame, begged, gave in, quit, withdrew from the situation, 
or waited to see what would happen. A response was considered pure affect if it reflected 
only how the student feh about the situation and not what the student would do (e.g., Td feel 
bad."). If a response did not fit in these categories, it was coded as "other." 
Response evaluation 
Stage five. Response Decision Process was assessed through response evaluation data. 
Students were asked to evaluate the quality of the first response they generated (Question 4a -
c). Students were then asked how likefy it was that they would respond in the way they 
described on a scale of 1 "not likefy" to 4 "very likely." Students were asked how easy it 
would be for them to respond in the way described on a scale of 1 "hard" to 4 "very easy." 
Closed ended goal evaluation 
Students were asked to evaluate the quality of three types of responses, supposedly 
given by other students (Questions 5a - d). The goals were examples of (a) 
revenge/retaliation, (b) regulating feelings, (c) making things more feir, and (c) getting more 
information. Students rated these responses on a scale firam 1 "not good" to 4 "realty good." 
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Closed ended response evaluation 
Students were asked to evaluate the quality of three types of responses, supposedly 
given by other students. The responses were exan:q>les of (a) aggressive (Question 6Aa), (b) 
passive (Question 6Ba), (c) withdrawn (Question 6Ca) and assertive (Question 6Da) 
responses. Students rated these responses on a scale from 1 "not good" to 4 "realty good." 
Students were then asked how likely it was that they would respond in the way described on 
a scale of 1 "not likely" to 4 "very likefy" ((Question 6Ab, Bb, Cb and Db). Finally, students 
were asked how easy it would be for them to respond in the way described on a scale of 1 
"hard" to 4 "very easy" (C^estion 6Ac, Be, Cc and Dc). An outline of the stages in the 
interview and sample questions can be found in Table 4. 
Procedure 
A letter of consent was sent home to the parents of the students prior to the study. 
Parents were asked to return the letter either (a) signed, to indicate consent for their child to 
partic^ate in the study; or (b) unsigned, to signify they have been informed about the study 
but did not want their child to participate. CMdren who had been given permission to 
participate in the study were administered the Self-Report Inventory and Peer Nomination 
Inventory in group administration format. The group administration was scheduled at a time 
convenient for teachers and students, which resulted in three separate group administrations 
within one week. It was most convenient for the teachers and students to do the group 
administration by middle school teams, and there were three teams of teachers and children. 
CMdren conq)leting the screenii  ^received a coupon for a firee ice cream treat. Identification 
numbers were used in place of names to help maintain confidentiality. Teachers were asked to 
conq>lete the Teacher Report inventory during their free time. Teachers were conq)ensated 
one doUar per coixpleted checklist. 
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Table 4. Stages of interview and saiiq>ie questions 
Interview Stage Example 
Vignette You see some kids playing a fim game on the playground. You 
would like to join them and play, too. You go up to the kids and 
ask, "Can I play?" One of the kids turns around and says, 'TSTo." 
Cue Interpretation/ Did they say no because they don't like you? 
Attribution 
Affect If you were the person in the story, how mad would you feel? 
Goal Clarification If you were the person in the story, and a kid really told you "no" 
& Evaliiation when you asked to play, what would you want to have happen 
next, or what goal would you have? 
How good a goal is that? 
Response Generation If you were the person in the story and a kid said "no" when you 
asked to play, and you wanted (goal response) to happen, what 
would you do next? 
Response Evaluation How good an idea do you think this is? 
Closed Ended Now I'm going to have you think about some goals other kids 
Goal Evaluation have come up with for this situatiorL One kid didn't want to feel 
bad. How good a goal is that? 
Closed Ended Now I'm goii  ^to tell you some things other kids have come up 
Response Evaluation with that they might do in that situation. One child argued his/her 
way into the game. How likely would you be to do that? 
Shortly after the group administered screenings, 91 students were randomly selected 
to be given the social information processing interview. These 91 students did not differ 
significantly fi^om those students not selected on the peer reported aggression (t = .496, g > 
.05), teacher reported ADHD (t = -1.87, g > .05), self reported depression (t = -.615, p > 
.05), or self reported anxiety (t = .552, p > .05) scores. 
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The interview took between 45 minutes and one hour to administer. Due to the length 
of the interview, the reliabilities of the first two v^ettes administered were compared to the 
last two v%nettes administered to see if the children lost interest and responded in a more 
random manner on the last vignettes. Coefficient alphas were comparable (Le., .75 for the 
first two vignettes and .82 for the last two vignettes). 
Children partic^ating in the interview received their choice of a pencil or a coupon for 
an ice cream treat. Time between group screening and individual interviews ranged fi'om less 
than one day to no more than three weeks. These students were interviewed by graduate or 
undergraduate experimenters blind to the status of the children with respect to depression, 
anxiety, ADHD, and aggression. Student responses were coded later, and reliability of coding 
was checked. Interrater reliability for the open ended goal generation item proved to be .99. 
Interrater reliability for the open ended response generation item also proved to be .99. In 
each case, only one item code differed and in both instances, the raters coded the item within 
the same category. 
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RESULTS 
Descriptive statistics were calculated for the various measures of SIP. These results 
are displayed in Table 5. Internal consistency was calculated by aggregating items within a 
vignette, as well as across vignettes. For example, an overall measure of hostile attributional 
bias was computed by adding the scores from Question la to Question Ic across all six 
vignettes. Correlations between variables are displayed in Table 6. 
A power analysis was conducted according to Cohen & Cohen (1983). The current 
study had at least power of .65 to detect correlations of a magnitude of r = .30. 
Regression analyses predicting each SIP score from a linear combination of the four 
psychopathology scores were used to examine the issue of social information processing 
specificity. These analyses are described in the following sections. 
Syndrome Specificity 
The extent to which characteristics of specific disorders were associated with each SIP 
variable was assessed. Each subject had a score on a single aggression, ADHD, depression 
and anxiety scale (i.e., four scores for each subject). These scores were used as continuous 
variables in the regression analyses. The specificity of each social information processing 
measure was then examined by regressing each measure of social information processing on 
the four psychopathology measures. 
Although all reliabilities were adequate (see Table 2), for each form of 
psychopathology, it was hypothesized that one informant may be more valid: self-report for 
depression and anxiety, teacher report for ADHD, and peer report for aggression (see 
Schmidt, 1996). For example, it would seem likely that students would be able to more 
accurately report internalizing aspects of depression and anxiety. Teachers would likely be 
more attuned to syn^jtoms of ADHD in the classroom; and peers may be likely to report 
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Table 5. Means/standard deviations of Social Information Processing measures 
SIP Variable Min. Max. Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Coefficient 
Interpretation 
Attribution of hostile intent 21-0 69.0 42.6 9.1 .88 
Depressogenic attnbutional style 45.0 129.0 69.8 15.2 .91 
Affect 
Mad 6.0 24.0 14.0 4.0 .83 
Sad 6.0 24.0 11.1 4.1 .87 
Bad 6.0 24.0 11.5 4.5 .87 
Afiaid 6.0 23.0 7.7 3.2 .91 
Goal Evaluation 
Self-generated lO.O 24.0 19.1 3.2 .60 
Pure affect 10.0 24.0 18.3 3.9 .80 
Revenge 6.0 22.0 7.9 3.5 .92 
Make &ir 7.0 24.0 19.9 4.1 .90 
Get more info 6.0 24.0 19-9 3-4 .81 
Response Evaluation 
Self-generated 
Good idea 14.0 27.0 20.0 2-3 .46 
Likely 11.0 27.0 19.0 3-4 .70 
Easy 12.0 26.0 19.9 3-4 .71 
Argue (Aggressive) 
Good idea 6.0 18.0 9.2 3-1 .75 
Likely 6.0 21.0 10.8 4.1 .83 
Easy 6.0 24.0 14.5 4.9 .85 
Stand aside (Passive) 
Good idea 6.0 23.0 13.3 3.9 .78 
Likely 6.0 22.0 11.6 3.5 .65 
Easy 7.0 24.0 16.0 4.4 .77 
Walk away (Withdrawal) 
Good idea 8.0 24.0 17.2 4.2 .79 
Likely 6.0 24.0 15.5 4-1 .72 
Easy 7.0 24.0 17.8 4-0 .76 
Get more info 
Good Idea U.O 24.0 19.4 2-7 .54 
Likely 9.0 23.0 17.2 3.1 .55 
Easy 11.0 24.0 18.1 3.4 .66 
Table 6. Correlations among variables 
Self Self Teacher Peer Hostile Depiessogenic Mad 
Report Report Report Report Intent Attribution Affect 
Oepc i^on Anxiety ADHD Aggression 
Self Report Oeptession 1.000 
SelfReport Anxiety 1.000 
Teacher Report ADHD 2Ql .159 1.000 
Peer Report Aggression .020 .011 269* 1.000 
Hostile Intent .425«* .419** .151 -.077 1.000 
Depiessogenic Attribution .437** J90** .017 -.128 .590«» 1.000 
Mad Affect .139 .190 205 .062 S56** J34** 1.000 
Sad Affect .115 277** .129 -.099 .431** .409»» .634»* 
Bad Affect .077 256* .118 -.028 .44i** J52** .614** 
Afiaid Afirct .214* 30S** .162 -.126 .417" sn** .412** 
Self Goal Evaluation -.157 .090 -.056 .109 -.050 -.160 .029 
Afifect Goal Evaluation .007 -.080 .051 .219» -.135 -.126 -.105 
Revenge Goal Evaluation .201 .108 J85*» .117 .154 .197 29%** 
Make Fair Goal Evaluation -.159 -.090 .128 -.144 -.019 -.045 .125 
More Info Goal Evaluation -.054 -.162 -.046 .071 .068 -.045 .264* 
Self Response Evaluation-Good Idea -.048 .021 .104 .146 -.181 -.144 -.132 
Self Response Evaluation-Likely -.079 -.059 -.071 .189 -.134 -.181 -.058 
Self Response Evaluation-Easy -.039 -.040 .039 .199 -.184 -.183 -.160 
Argue Response-Good Idea .234* .239* .149 .116 .260* .135 2X4* 
Argue Response-Likely 206* 226* .123 .067 .208* .075 .210* 
Argue Response-Easy 243* .181 .060 .155 -.035 .123 
Passive Response-Good Idea .057 .115 -.069 .040 -.080 .143 -.241* 
Passive Response-Likely .104 .118 -.106 -.001 .026 201 -253* 
Passive Response-Easy .180 20T .083 .132 -.063 -.028 •235* 
Withdrawn Response-Good Idea .083 .074 .083 .158 -.001 .194 -.114 
Withdrawn Response-Likely .021 .084 -.019 .128 .031 .140 -.152 
Withdrawn Response-Easy .159 .164 .021 .088 -.144 -.071 -216** 
More Info Response-Good Idea -.003 -.042 -.038 .232* -.025 -.138 .142 
More Info Response-Likely -.158 .026 -.080 .174 -.063 -.161 .049 
More Info Response-Easy -.005 .117 -.037 .197 -.079 -.169 -.073 
•E<-05 
•*E<.01 
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Sad Bad Afiaid Self Pine Afiect Revenge Make Fair More Info 
Affect Afifect A£fect Goal Goal Goal Goal Goal 
Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation 
1.000 
.816" 1.000 
.679*» .625*» 1.000 
.095 .094 -.166 I.OOO 
.006 .001 -.008 .145 I 000 
.151 .081 205 -220* -.129 1.000 
219* 276** .186 .111 -.125 .110 I.OOO 
.071 .15! .077 -.069 -.113 .021 .170 1.000 
-.035 -.038 -.138 .565** 263* -217* -.016 -.005 
-.178 -.140 -218* JO I** 235* -.077 -.075 .137 
-282** -.155 -207* .119 286** -.078 .056 -.042 
-.074 -.062 .056 -271 •• .071 .507** -.014 .112 
-.127 -.052 .080 -219* -.174 J15** .084 .044 
-.094 -.047 -.103 .001 .031 .153 .054 -.073 
-.046 -.065 .013 -.012 273** -.117 .053 -201 
-.071 -.032 .055 .009 .094 -.101 -.052 .001 
-251* -244* -.138 .064 .058 -.036 .071 -.163 
-.064 -.075 .023 -.105 243* -.034 .051 -.142 
-.038 -.091 -.010 .073 .099 -.096 -.128 -.050 
-272** -264* -.142 .042 .140 -.066 -.016 -.122 
.032 -.099 -.001 -.019 .029 -.053 .147 .547** 
.007 .017 .061 .167 -.029 -.170 .176 315** 
-.159 -.100 -.086 .176 .073 -.184 .177 -.083 
Table 6. (continued) 
Self Self Self Argue- Argue- Argue- Passive-
Response- Response- Response- Good Likely Easy Good 
Got^  Idea L&ely Easy Idea Idea 
Self Repoft DepressioD 
SelfRepoct Anxiety 
Teacher Report ADHD 
Peer Report Aggression 
Hostile Intent 
Depiessogenic Auriborion 
Mad Affect 
Sad Affect 
Bad Affect 
Afiaid Afiect 
Self Goal Evaluation 
Affect Goal Evaluation 
Revenge Goal Evaluation 
Make Fair Goal Evaluation 
Mote Inib Goal Evaluation 
Self Response Evaluation-Good Idea 1.000 
Self Response Evaluation-Likely JOT* 1.000 
Self ResiMnse Evaluation-Easy J59** .645»» 1.000 
Argue Response-Good Idea -J56** -.088 .022 l.OOO 
Argue Response-Likely -J45** -.084 .049 .663** 1.000 
Argue Response-Easy- -.180 .098 J40»* J06** .485" l.OOO 
Passive Response^ood Idea .139 .063 244* -.108 -.194 -.162 l.OOO 
Passive Response-Likely .066 .117 .081 -.125 -.156 -.271 •• .605** 
Passive ResfKMise-E  ^ .128 .179 .415** -.035 .057 323** .401" 
Withdrawn Response-Good Idea .135 .117 .190 -.124 -.161 -.117 .729** 
Withdrawn Response-Likely 222* J14« .152 -258* -JI9** -.284•• .526»» 
Withdrawn Response-Easy .124 265* .489** -.112 -.015 .161 .500** 
More Info Resp«ise-Good Idea -.071 .109 .043 210* .077 .131 -.110 
Mem Info Resjionse-Likeiy .109 256* .196 .055 2lg* .176 -.014 
More Info Response-Easy .052 226* .518" .112 J16** .558»* -.066 
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PSKive- P^hre- Witbdrawn- Withdrawn- Withdrawn- More Info- More Info- More Info-
Likely Easy Good Likely Easy Good Idea Likely &sy 
Idea 
1.000 
J99** 1.000 
ATi** .3 IT* 
.678** .346" 
A34** .830** 
-.063 -.028 
-.040 .068 
-.063 .493** 
1.000 
.657** 1.000 
.479** JSO** 
-.149 -.133 
-.066 -.013 
-.059 .067 
1.000 
-.098 1.000 
.162 
.452** .289*» 
1.000 
.622** 1.000 
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aggressive behaviors students are reluctant to admit to on self report measures and that 
teachers may not witness. Schmidt (1996) outlines some validity coefSciems for these 
hypotheses. An alternative would be to use a combination of informant scores, which would 
have the potential to increase variance and therefore internal consistency. Other researchers 
have not found interrater reliability to be high on the psychopathology variables used in the 
current study, so the current study used scores from the informant found by other researchers 
to be a valid reporter (Dodge & Coie, 1987; Moore, et al., 1992, Quiggle, et al., 1992, 
Schmidt, 1996). 
Further verification of selection of the psychopathology scores was based on 
examining the intercorreladons among the multiple informant measures (see Table 7). Self 
report depression and anxiety were correlated with each other, but not with the other 
measures used in this study. Peer report aggression and teacher report ADHD were also 
significantly correlated; however, they were not correlated as highly as teacher report 
aggression was with teacher report ADHD. This provided further rationale for using different 
informants for the psychopathology measures. Reliabilities for each scale are depicted in 
Table 2. These are similar to findings of Schmidt (1996). 
A reactive measure of peer reported aggression was used based on research by Dodge 
and Coie (1987). Dodge and Coie found reactive aggression to be more highly correlated 
with SIP variables than was proactive aggression. Due to the nature of the vignettes and the 
current study's goal to address hostile intent bias attributions, the reactive measure was 
chosen. 
Prior to performing the regression analyses, the distributions of the variables were 
examined for outliers and skewness. No significant problems were found that should have 
influenced the results of the regression analyses. 
Table 7. Correlations among multiple informant psychopathology measures 
Peer 
Report 
Depression 
Peer 
Report 
Anxiety 
Peer 
Report 
Afwession 
Peer 
Report 
ADHD 
Teacher 
Report 
Depression 
Teacher 
Report 
Anxiety 
Teacher 
Report 
ARRression 
Teacher 
Report 
ADHD 
Self 
Report 
Depression 
Self 
Report 
Anxiety 
Self 
Report 
ARfiression 
Self 
Report 
ADHD 
Peer Report 
Depression 1.00 
Peer Report 
Anxiety .43** 1.00 
Peer Report 
Aggression .02 .24* 1.00 
Peer Report 
ADHD .10 .26* .64«* 1.00 
Teacher Report 
Depression .35*» .09 -.05 .07 1.00 
Teacher Report 
Anxiety .40** .18 -.15 -.09 .75** 1.00 
Teacher Report 
Aggression .22* .09 .26* .30** .64»* .34** 1.00 
Teacher Report 
ADHD .25* .05 .27* .39** .52*' .31** .69** 1.00 
SelfReport 
Depression .39** -.02 .02 .23* .19 .12 .19 .20 1.00 
SelfReport 
Anxiety .50** .22* .01 .34" .20 .19 .11 .16 .52»« 1.00 
SelfReport 
Aggression .07 -.02 .06 ,28" .19 .18 .12 .09 31** .21 1.00 
SelfReport 
ADHD .30** -.06 .25* .10 .24* .20 .3I** .40** .52*' .38" .44** 1.00 
*B<.05 
••e<oi 
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Interpretation of caes/attributions 
Prior to conducting the regression analyses for the attributional items, a fector analysis 
was conducted on the attributional variables to see if there was adequate evidence to support 
looking separately at hostile intent and depressogenic attributional style, as opposed to an 
overall attributional variable. The fector anafysis, using a Varimax rotation, revealed two 
distinct fectors. The hostile intent variables loaded heavily on one, and the depressogenic 
attributional items loaded heavily on the other. 
Using the Self Report Depression and Anxiety scores, the Peer Report Aggression 
scores and the Teacher Report ADHD scores, regression analyses were used to test for 
attribution of intent and depressogenic attributional style (see Table 8). A hostile attributional 
bias was expected in the aggressive children, and a depressogenic attributional style based on 
interview items for the depressed children was expected (Le., a significant effect for the hostile 
attributions as a &nction of level of aggressiveness and a significant effect for the 
depressogenic attributions as a fimction of level of depression). Self reported depression was 
a significant predictor of hostile intent (F = 7.1, partial r = .256, g < .05). Self report anxiety 
was also a significant predictor of hostile mtent (partial r = .251, p < .05). Effect sizes were 
smalL Contrary to expectations, peer reported aggression was not a significant predictor of 
hostile intent. 
A significant effect was also found for depressogenic attributional style (F = 7.1, p < 
.01). Self-report depression was a significant predictor of depressogenic attributional style 
(Le., internalizing, stable and global attributions for negative events) (partial r = .307, p < .01). 
Contrary to hypotheses, self-report anxiety was also a significant predictor of depressogenic 
attributional style (partial r = .217, p<.05). Again, effect sizes were small. Peer nominated 
aggression and teacher reported ADHD were not significant predictors of interpretations or 
attributions. 
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Table 8. Results of regression ana^^ses examining the relation between externalizing/hostile 
attributions and depressogenic attributional style and predictor variables 
Anab  ^ Predictor F R  ^ Partial Correlation Efifect Size 
Hostile Intent 7.06** .247** 
Self Report-
Depression .256* .1 
Self Report-
Anxiety .251* .1 
Peer Report-
Aggression -.119 .0 
Teacher Report-
ADHD .090 .0 
Depressogenic 
Attributional 
Style 7.08** .248** 
Self Report-
Depression .307** .1 
Self Report-
Anxiety .217* .1 
Peer Report-
Aggression -.136 .0 
Teacher Report-
ADHD -.057 .0 
*E < .05 
< .01 
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Affect 
Using the measures described above for the measures of aggression, depression, 
anxiety and ADHD, regression anafyses were used to predict affect scores (see Table 9). 
Each affect score (mad, sad, bad, afraid) was regressed separately, allowing for the 
examination of specific relations between measures of psychopathology (aggression, 
depression, anxiety, ADHD) and affect. None of the predictor variables significantly 
predicted mad affect scores (F = 1.6, p > .05) or bad affect scores (F = 1.9, p > .05). Self 
report anxiety was a significant predictor of sad affect scores (F = 2.5, partial r = .250, p < 
.05) and afiaid affect scores (F = 3.4, partial r = .230, p < .05). Effect sizes were smalL No 
other significant results were found in regard to sad, bad or afiaid affect scores. 
Clarification of goals 
The types of goals generated in the open-ended goal generation question were coded 
into seven categories (Le., aggressive, assertive, withdrawn, pure affect, get more information, 
force behavior of other student, and "other"). Self-reported anxiety and depression, teacher 
reported ADHD, and peer reported agression were used as predictor variables to predict 
goal generation and evaluation scores (see Tables 10-11). 
Contrary to expectations, self reported depression was a significant predictor of 
aggressive goal generation (F = 4.1, partial r = .343, p < .01); however, the effect size was 
small. Peer reported aggression did not predict generation of aggressive or forcing the 
behavior of others goals. There were no significant predictors of withdrawn (F = 0.9, p > 
.05), gaining more information (F = 1.0, p > .05), assertive (F = 0.4, p > .05), forcing the 
behavior of others (F = 2.1, p > .05), affective (F = 1.1, p > .05) or other (F = 0.5, p > .05) 
goal generation. 
Students were asked to evaluate their self-generated goal and four different kinds of 
goals that other students reportedly had generated (see Table 8). Goals depicted in the closed 
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Table 9. Results of regression analyses examining the relation between mad, sad, bad and 
afiaid affect scores and predictor variables 
Analysis Predictor F R  ^ Partial Correlation Effect Size 
Mad Affect 1.57 .068 
Self Report-Depression .023 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .130 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .014 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .165 .0 
Sad Affect 2.47* .103* 
Self Report-Depression -.052 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .250* .1 
Peer Report-Aggression -.137 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .129 .0 
Bad Affect 1.90 .081 
Self Report-Depression -.083 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .249 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression -.058 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .104 .0 
Afiraid 3.42* .137* 
Affect Self Report-Depression .046 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .230* .1 
Peer Report-Aggression -.176 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .157 .0 
*p < .05 
< .01 
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Table 10. Results of regression analyses examining the relation between categories of self 
generated goals and predictor variables 
Analysis Predictor Partial Correlation Effect Size 
Aggressive 4.07** .159»» 
Withdrawn 
Getting More 
Information 
Assertive 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADEDD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
0.89 -040 
0.91 .041 
0.37 .017 
.343** 
.214 
.012 
-.094 
-.065 
.113 
.055 
-.167 
-.143 
-.028 
-.022 
.123 
-.060 
.080 
.011 
-.097 
.1 
.1 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
*U < .05 
**2 -01 
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Table 10. (continued) 
Analysis Predictor Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Forcing Behavior 
of Others 
Affective 
Other 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-i^ gression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
2.11 .089 
1.12 .050 
0.48 .022 
.175 
.106 
.072 
.172 
.138 
.066 
.076 
.152 
.072 
.062 
.120 
.075 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
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Table 11. Results of regression analyses examining the relation between self generated, 
affective, revenge, making things &ir and getting more information goal evaluation and 
predictor variables 
Analysis Predictor Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Self-generated 
Goal Evaluation 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
1.94 .083 
-.232 
.210 
.1 
.0 
Purely Affect 
Goal Evaluation 
Revenge Goal 
Evaluation 
Peer Report-Aggression .132 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.075 .0 
1.31 .058 
Self Report-Depression .055 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.100 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .213 .1 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.003 .0 
4.25** .165** 
Self Report-Depression .129 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.020 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .020 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .344*» .1 
*E < .05 
< .01 
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Table 11. (continued) 
Analysis Predictor F Partial Effect 
Correlation Size 
\feldng Things 
Fair Goal 
Evaluation 2.11 .089 
Self Report-Depression -.163 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.023 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression -.198 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .215 .1 
Getting More 
Information 
Goal Evaluation 0.78 .035 
Self Report-Depression .042 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.154 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .083 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.048 .0 
ended items were classified as purely affective, getting revei^e, making things feir and getting 
more information. No s^nificant predictors emerged for evaluation of self-generated (F = 
1.9,2 > .05), purely affective (F = 1.3, g > .05), making things feir (F = 2.1, p > .05) or 
petting more information (F = 0.8, e ^  -05) goals. A significant overall effect was found for 
evaluation of the goal of getting revenge (F = 4.3, g < .01). Teacher reports of ADHD 
predicted endorsement of goals of revenge (partial r = .344, g < .01). The effect size was 
small. 
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Response generation 
As in the goal clarification anafyses, children's answers to the open-ended response 
generation items were coded into seven categories (Le., aggressive, assertive, withdrawn, pure 
afi^t, get more information, force behavior of other student, or other). Regression anafyses 
were again used to predict specific patterns of response generation (see Table 12). No 
significant predictors were found in regard to generation of aggressive (F = 1.2, g > .05), 
withdrawn (F = 0.7, p > .05), asking for more information (F = 0.6, p > .05), passive (F = 1.4, 
g > .05), forcing the behavior of others (F = 0.2, p > .05), purefy affective (F = 1.1, p > .05) 
or other (F = 1.3, p > .05) response generation. 
Response evaluation 
Regression analyses were used to predict patterns of endorsing self-generated 
responses. None of the predictor variables significantly predicted endorsement of self-
generated responses as good ideas (F = 0.7, g > .05), as likely responses (F = 1.3, g > .05) or 
as easy (F= 1.0, p>.05) (See Table 13). 
Regression analyses were also used to predict patterns of endorsing closed-ended 
response evaluation items (i.e., aggressive, passive, withdrawn and assertive) (see Tables 14 -
17). It was hypothesized that peer reported aggression would predict endorsement of arguing 
as a good response. Contrary to e3q)ectations, none of the predictor variables significantly 
predicted students evaluating arguing as a good idea (F = 2.1, g > .05) or that they were likely 
to argue (F = 1.6, g > .05); however, peer reported aggression significantly predicted an 
evaluation of arguing as being easy (F = 3.0, partial r = .249, g < .05). The effect size was 
small 
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Table 12. Results of regression analyses examining the relation between categories of self 
generated responses and predictor variables 
Analysis Predictor F R  ^ Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Aggressive 1.19 .052 
Self Report-Depression .170 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .026 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .058 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .014 .0 
Withdrawn 0.67 .030 
Self Report-Depression .140 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.003 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .032 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .015 .0 
Getting More 
Information 0.64 .029 
Self Report-Depression -.117 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.014 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression -.093 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .078 .0 
Assertive 1.39 .061 
Self Report-Depression -.168 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .049 -0 
Peer Report-Aggression -.009 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.140 .0 
•e < .05 
**Vt < .01 
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Table 12. (continued) 
Anafysis Predictor Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Forcing Behavior 
of Others 
Affective 
Other 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
Self Report-Depression 
Self Report-Anxiety 
Peer Report-Aggression 
Teacher Report-ADHD 
0.23 .010 
1.13 .050 
1.32 .058 
-.028 
.005 
-.079 
.062 
.027 
-.168 
-.118 
.125 
-.119 
-.092 
.113 
.034 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
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Table 13. Results of regression anafyses examinTng the relation between evaluation of self 
generated responses as good ideas, as likety responses and as easy and predictor variables 
Anafysis Predictor F R  ^ Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Good Idea 0.72 .032 
Self Report-Depression -.082 
.0 
Self Report-Anxiety .049 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .122 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .077 .0 
Likely 1.26 .055 
Self Report-Depression -.045 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.013 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .215 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.114 .0 
Easy 1.05 .046 
Self Report-Depression .070 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety -.071 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .197 .1 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.019 .0 
*U < -05 
**E<.01 
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Table 14. Results of regression anafyses examimng the relation between evaluation aggressive 
(Le., arguing) response as a good idea, as a likefy  ^response and as easy and predictor variables 
Anafysis Predictor F R  ^ Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Good Idea 2.14 .090 
Self Report-Depression .119 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .138 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .092 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .071 .0 
Likely 1.60 .069 
Self Report-Depression .096 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .138 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .046 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .062 .0 
Easy 2.96* .121* 
Self Report-Depression .185 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .072 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .249* .1 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.062 .0 
•g < .05 
**U < .01 
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Table 15. Results of regression anatyses examining the relation between evaluation of passive 
responses as good ideas, as likely responses and as easy and predictor variables 
Ana^rsis Predictor F R  ^ Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Good Idea 0.56 .025 
Self Report-Depression .010 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .107 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .066 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.103 .0 
Likely 0.80 .036 
Self Report-Depression .070 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .085 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .035 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.141 .0 
Easy 1.53 .067 
Self Report-Depression .083 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .135 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .125 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .005 .0 
»E<.05 
• • e < o i  
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Table 16. Results of regression analyses examining the relation between evaluation of 
withdrawn responses as good ideas, as likety responses and as easy and predictor variables 
Analysis Predictor F Partial Effect 
Correlation Size 
Good Idea 0.74 .033 
Self Report-Depression .046 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .035 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .145 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD .025 .0 
Likely 0.63 .029 
Self Report-Depression -.020 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .091 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .142 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.067 .0 
Easy 0.98 .043 
Self Report-Depression .091 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .100 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .095 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.042 .0 
< .05 
•*B < .01 
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Table 17. Results of regression ana^^ses examinii^  the relation between evaluation of asldng 
for more information as a good idea, as a likefy  ^response and as easy and predictor variables 
Anafysis Predictor F R' Partial 
Correlation 
Effect 
Size 
Good Idea 1.54 .067 
Self Report-Depression .033 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .042 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .252 .1 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.105 .0 
Likely 1.98 .084 
Self Report-Depression -.191 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .139 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .205 .0 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.114 .0 
Easy 1-60 .069 
Self Report-Depression -.067 .0 
Self Report-Anxiety .150 .0 
Peer Report-Aggression .220 .1 
Teacher Report-ADHD -.107 .0 
*U < .05 
< .01 
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There were no other significant predictors for the evahiation of responses. None of 
the predictor variables significant  ^predicted the evaluation of passive responses as good 
ideas (F = 0.6, p > .05), as likely responses (F = 0.8, p > .05) or as easy (F = 1.5, p > .05). 
There were no significant findings in regard to prediction of withdrawn responses as good 
ideas (F = 0.7, p > .05), as likely responses (F = 0.6, p > .05) or as easy (F = 1.0, p > .05). 
Finally, there were no significant predictors of endorsement of asking for more information as 
a good idea (F = 1.5, p > .05), as a likefy response (F = 2.0, p > .05) or as easy (F = 1.6, p > 
.05). 
Summary 
A smnmary of the hypothesized results was presented in the Introduction. Table 18 
illustrates how the hypotheses compared to the actual results of the study. 
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Table 18. Hypotheses of relationships between SIP variables and psychopathology 
measures/actual results' 
SIP Variable Self Report Self Report Peer Report Teacher 
E)epression Anxiety Aggression Report ADHD 
Attribution of hostile intent .256* .251» -.119 .090 
Depressogenic attributional style 307** .217* -.136 -.057 
Mad a£fect .023 .130 .014 .165 
Sad affect -.052 .250» -.137 .129 
Bad affect -.083 .249 -.058 .104 
Afraid affect .046 .230* -.176 .157 
Aggressive goal generation .343** .214 .012 -.094 
Assertive goal generation -.065 .113 .055 -.167 
^thdrawn goal generation -.143 -.028 -.022 .123 
Pure affect goal generation -.060 .080 .011 -.097 
Get more info goal generation -.175 -.106 -.072 .172 
Force others goal generation .138 -.066 -.076 .152 
Other goal generation .072 -.062 .120 -.075 
Self generated goal evaluation -.232 .210 .132 -.075 
Pure affect goal evaluation .055 -.100 .213 -.003 
Revenge goal evaluation .129 -.020 .020 .344»* 
Make things &ir goal evaluation -.163 -.023 -.198 .215 
Get more info goal evaluation .042 -.154 .083 -.048 
Aggressive response generation .170 .026 .058 .014 
Assertive response generation .140 -.003 .032 .015 
Withdrawn response generation -.117 -.014 -.093 .078 
Pure affect response generation -.168 .049 -.009 -.140 
Get more info response gen. -.028 .005 -.079 .062 
Force others response generation .027 -.168 -.118 .125 
Other response generation -.119 -.092 .113 .034 
Self gen. response-good idea -.082 .049 .122 .077 
Self generated response-likely -.045 -.013 .215 -.114 
Self generated response-easy .070 -.071 .197 -.019 
'The underlined partial correlations irdicate anafyses expected to attain significance 
that did not. The bold&ced partial correlations depict significant results consistent with 
hypotheses. Asterisked partial correlations in regular tj'pe depict significant results that were 
not expected. 
*E < -05 
**U < -01 
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Table 18. (continued) 
SIP Variable Self Report 
Depression 
Self Report 
Anxiety 
Peer Report 
Aggression 
Teacher 
Report ADHD 
Arguing-good idea .119 .138 .092 .071 
Arguing-Iikely .096 .138 .046 .062 
Argxiing-easy .185 .072 .249* -.062 
Standing aside-good idea .010 .107 .066 -.103 
Standing aside-likely .070 .085 .035 -.141 
Standing aside-easy .083 .135 .125 .005 
Walking away-good idea .046 .035 .145 .025 
Walking away-likely -.020 .091 .142 -.067 
Walking away-easy .091 .100 .095 -.042 
Getting more info-good idea .033 .042 .252 -.105 
Getting more info-likely -.191 .139 .205 -.114 
Getting more info-easy -.067 .150 .220 -.107 
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DISCUSSION 
The current study expands upon current understanding of social information 
processing in children. Specifically, it addressed three major questions: (a) What differences 
exist in the social information processii  ^patterns of aggressive, ADHD, depressed, and 
anxious children? (b) What was the functional role of emotion within the context of social 
information processing in these children? and (c) What types of goals do children generate in 
social situations, and what role does goal-setting play in the SIP process? 
A discussion of the findtngs within each SIP stage follows in the format information 
was presented in the introduction. The role of affect is discussed within the context of the SEP 
stages. At each of the stages, in:q)lications for possible intervention are discussed. Following 
the discussion of results within each SIP stage is a summary of SIP patterns within each of the 
four psychopathology groups. Finally, a discussion of limitations and implications for future 
research is presented. 
Differences in Social Information Processing Patterns 
The first goal of the study was to examine what differences exist in the social 
information processing patterns as a fimction of aggression, ADHD, depression, and anxiety 
in childreiL Several significant results were foimd in regard to predictors of social information 
processing patterns, as well as a &ilure to attain significance for some of the expected results. 
Although effect sizes for significant results were small, they were consistent with effect sizes 
found and/or surrnnarized in other studies (Dodge & Crick, 1990; Do(^e & Price, 1994; 
Schmidt, 1996). Dodge and Crick point out that intervening with these seemingly small 
influences can still lead to social gains for these chUdrert Findings within each SIP stage are 
discussed. 
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Interpretation of cues 
Self reports of depressive symptoms predicted a depressogenic attributional style 
during the social information processing interview (Le., using an internal  ^ global and stable 
attributional style to explain negative social events). Self reported amdety also predicted the 
depressogenic attributional style, contrary to fmHfngs of Schmidt (1996). Comorbidity of 
depression and anxiety may also have influenced results, although effects for anxiety were 
significant even when controlling for depression. 
Self reports of depression and anxiety also predicted attributions of hostile intent. 
Previous research has shown depressed children to exhibit hostile intent (Quiggle et aL, 1992); 
however no research had been done on cue interpretation with anxious children. The current 
study would suggest that anxious children also interpret somewhat ambiguous actions of other 
children as hostile. 
Unlike prior findings (Quiggle et aL, 1992), in the current study, aggression did not 
appear to predict a hostile attributional bias. Dodge and Somberg (1987) found the hostile 
attributional bias to be greater when the child was under threat. The vignettes in the current 
study were made as amb^ous as possible to encourage a variety of interpretations. 
Therefore, the children ranking higher on the aggression scale may not have viewed the 
situation as personally threatening. It is also possible that the students ranking higher on the 
^^gression measure were less likely to admit to the hostile attributional bias to the interviewer. 
Little research has been done on cue interpretation of children Avith ADHD. In the 
current study, the effects of ADHD in terms of hostile or depressogenic attributions did not 
attain significance. Future research may address cue interpretation of children with ADHD 
beyond hostile intent bias or depressogenic attributional style. 
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Affect 
A second goal of the study was to examine the functional role of emotion within the 
context of social information processii  ^in children as a function of anxiety, depression, 
aggression and ADHD. Self reports of anxiety predicted higher sad and afiraid affect scores. 
These results indicate that the social situations depicted in the vignettes evoked emotional 
responses in the anxious children (Le., sadness and fear) Perh^s the anxious children were 
more sensitive to these emotions, able to recognize them and willing to share them with the 
interviewer. The current study expands upon previous research by providing evidence of the 
emotional experiences of anxious children in peer provocation or rejection situations, which 
has not been examined in the past. 
Peer reported aggression was not a significant predictor of mad affect, which was 
consistent with prior findings that aggressive children do not report feeling angry in negative 
social interactions (Quiggle et aL, 1992). Contrary to prior research (Blumberg & Izard, 
1985; Quiggle et aL, 1992), self reported depression did not significantly predict high anger or 
sad scores. It is possible that this could be due to the ambiguous nature of the negative social 
events depicted in the vignettes in the current study. As stated before, the vignettes were 
constructed to be amb^ous to more accurately examine cue interpretation. Future research 
might examine affective responses within more overtly negative social situations. 
A limitation of the current study was that it examined affect at only one point in the 
interview. During pilotii  ^of the study, affect was measured at several points in the interview; 
however, it appeared to irritate the children to be asked how they felt so many times during 
the interview. Therefore, affect was addressed at only one point in each vignette. Future 
studies with larger sanq>le sizes might randomly place affect questions at various points of the 
interviews to study the effect of emotion at various stages of SIP. 
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Goal generation and evaluation 
A third goal of the current study was to examine what types of goals children generate 
in social situations, and what role does goal-setting play in the SIP process. Crick and Dodge 
(1994) recognized goal clarification as a significant stage in their reformulated SIP model In 
the past, research has not focused on goal clarification. The current study shows that when 
prompted, students do generate goals when handling social situations. These goals tend to M 
into seven general categories (Le., aggressive, assertive, withdrawn, pure affect, get more 
information, force behavior of other student, and "other"). Future research might examine 
whether students would generate a goal in a social situation if not prompted. 
Further investigation of students' goal generation indicated that depression 
significantly predicted the generation of aggressive goals, as opposed to the hypothesized 
generation of withdrawn goals. This was consistent with the hostile attributional bias 
displayed by children with higher depression scores found in this and previous studies 
(Quiggle, 1992). In addition, peer reported aggression did not predict generation of 
aggression or forcing the behavior of others as goals. Neither did teacher reports of ADHD 
predict fewer goals of asking for more information. 
One significant predictor was found for students' evaluations of various types of goals. 
Teacher reported ADHD significantly predicted endorsement of the goal to get revenge. This 
finding may help e^qilain some of the aggressive behavior seen in children with ADHD. None 
of the predictors significantly predicted evaluation of self-generated goals as particularly good 
or bad, which may indicate children did not foel overly competent in generating goals for 
outcomes in social situations. 
Response generation 
There were no significant predictors of response generation in this study. Contrary to 
expectations, aggressive children did not generate more aggressive responses and more 
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responses of forcing the behavior of others; depressed children did not generate more 
withdrawn responses; and children with ADHD did not generate fewer responses of "getting 
more information". Further research with a larger sample size or possibly fewer anticipated 
response categories would be recommended. 
Response evaluation 
Similar to results of students' evaluations of self-generated goals, when evaluating their 
self-generated responses, there were no significant predictors of the responses being good 
ideas, being likefy responses or being easy. 
Contrary to previous research (Asamow & Callan, 1985; Deluty, 1983; Dodge et aL, 
1986; Feldman & Dodge, 1987; Quiggle et aL, 1992), peer reported aggression did not 
significantfy predict endorsement of an aggressive response as a good idea. It did, however, 
predict that aggressive children would see the aggressive response as easy, which was 
consistent with previous research (Perry et aL, 1986, Quiggle et al., 1992). 
Although self reported depression did not significantly predict any particular pattern of 
response evaluation, the results could be viewed as somewhat consistent with previous 
research indicatmg that depressed children frequently view situations as out of their control 
(Kaslow et al., 1988), so they do not endorse any type of response as particularly "good." 
However, children scoring high on depression did not rate any responses as particularly 
dif5cuh to perform, either. 
The lack of significant results in relation to self-reported anxiety and teacher reported 
ADHD may possibly be due to the small san^le size. Replication of the study with a larger 
san^le size would be recommended. 
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Syndrome specificity summary 
The previous sections outlined variations at the different SIP stages as a function of 
the psychopathology measures. The current section provides an overall view of the findfngg 
for each psychopathology measure. 
Depression 
Self reported depression predicted a tendency to interpret social cues with a 
depressogenic attributional style and a bias toward attributing hostile intent within the social 
situations in the vignettes. Effect sizes were small, but were consistent with previous research 
(Schmidt, 1996). No particular affective results were foimd as a function of self reported 
depression. Self reported depression did predict generation of aggressive goals, which would 
be a logical consequence of the attribution of hostile intent. However, depressed children 
were not significant  ^likely to generate aggressive responses, or to evaluate aggressive goals 
or responses as good ideas. They also did not necessarily see aggressive responses as likely or 
as easy responses. This could be related to their depressogenic attributions and the ^ t that 
they feel they do not have control over the negative events or the outcomes; therefore, they 
do not consider forming and meeting their own goals or the goals of others as under their 
control Interventions for depressed students may focus on attributional biases and working 
on increasing competency in developing and carrying out appropriate goals and responses in 
social situations. 
Anxiety 
Similar to self reported depression, self reported anxiety also predicted a 
depressogenic attributional style and a hostile intent bias toward others. Unlike the depressed 
students, anxious students reported more feelings of being sad and afraid. Also in contrast to 
depressed students, anxious students were no more likely to generate goals in any of the seven 
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categories than depressed students, aggressive students, or students with ADHD. No clear 
results were found in relation to goal evaluation, response generation or response evaluation 
in regard to anxious children. Interventions for anxious children may need to focus more on 
ensotions (Le., decreasing sadness and foar, while increasing feelings of competency in 
formulating appropriate goals and responses in social situations). 
Aggression 
Peer reported aggression &iled to predict many of the expected results for aggressive 
children. Unlike previous studies (Dodge & Somberg, 1987; Quiggle et al., 1992), aggressive 
children were not significantly likely to admit to a hostile attributional bias. No particular 
affective patterns emerged. Aggressive children were not significantly more likely than 
depressed children, anxious children or children with ADHD to generate any particular type of 
goal or response, or to evaluate any specific type of goal or response as particular  ^good or 
bad. Aggressive children did not evaluate aggressive responses as likely; however, they did 
evaluate them as easy. Aggressive children did not evaluate other responses as particular  ^
easy, indicating that interventions might focus on increasing aggressive children's feelings of 
con5)etency in carrying out more appropriate responses. 
It is unclear why the current study foiled to replicate many of the findings previously 
found foirly consistently in regard to aggressive children. Although increased sample size has 
been recommended for fiiture research, the current study sample size is equivalent to or 
greater than some other SIP studies that have foimd s^nificant results in regard to aggression 
(Feldman & Dodge, 1987; Moore, et aL, 1992). Therefore, sample size is not likely the cause 
of the foilure to find significant results. 
One reason for results in this study foiling to find results attaining significance in 
regard to aggression may be that other studies used extreme groups of children and/or used 
cutoff points and examined students above or below a certain level of the psychopathology 
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variable (e.g.. Dodge & Coie, 1987; Moore et aL, 1992; Trachtenberg &Viken, 1994; Qiriggle 
et al, 1992). The random selection process of the current study, as well as viewing the 
psychopathology measures as continuous variables as opposed to "high" or "low" ratings on 
the variables, may have led to less variation in levels of aggression. 
Another possible reason significant results were not foimd as a fimction of aggression 
may be that other studies have examined rejected aggressive children, especially boys (Cirino 
& Beck, 1991; Dodge Coie, 1987; Feldman & Dodge, 1987; Moore, et aL, 1992; 
Trachtenberg & Viken, 1994; Quiggle, et aL, 1992). Perhaps peer rejection is more of a 
predictor of social information processing patterns than aggression. Peer rejection data is 
available within the current data set and perhaps a future study could investigate possible 
effects within the current san:q)le as a function of peer rejection in conjunction with 
aggression. 
There were fewer boys in the current study than girls. The feet that there were more 
girls than boys in the study could have been a third variable that contributed to the feet that 
more significant results were found in regard to the internalizing psychopathology measures. 
Schmidt (1996) found significant differences in means between boys' and gkls' anxiety scores, 
with girls scoring higher on the anxiety measure. The feet that there were more girls in this 
study may have allowed for more variation, leading to more significant results. Future studies 
could examine these gender effects more thorough) .^ 
A fourth possible cause of the different results may be the particular aggression 
measure used. The current study utilized a reactive aggression measure, due to the provoking 
nature of the vignettes in the interview. Reactive aggression has been shown to have a higher 
correlation with SIP variables than proactive aggression (Dodge & Coie, 1987). Proactive 
aggression data are also available through the peer nomination inventory and could be used to 
contrast the reactive aggression measure or could be added to the reactive aggression measure 
to increase the number of items in the scale and possibfy increase reliability of the measure. 
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The reliability of the current aggression measure was adequate, so it is unclear as to whether 
this would drastically change results or not. 
ADHD 
Teacher reported ADHD did not significantly predict any particular pattern of cue 
interpretation ofi affective response to or goal generation within social situations involving 
peer provocation or rejection. Teacher reported ADHD did predict endorsing revenge as a 
good goal However, these children were no more likely than other children in the study to 
generate responses consistent with getting revenge, or evaluating responses consistent with 
getting revenue as good ideas, as likely responses or as easy to perform. Moore, et aL (1992) 
foimd deficits in aggressive, hyperactive rejected children, which again vcsay indicate that peer 
rejection is a stronger predictor of social information processing patterns than the 
psychopathology variables used in the current study. The results from the current study may 
guide fiiture intervention research toward helping children with ADHD formulate more 
appropriate goals, and help them leam to develop responses consistent with these new goals. 
Limitations and Future Research 
There are several limitations to the current study. These limitations include (a) the 
correlational nature of the study, (b) the psychometric properties of some of the measures, (c) 
mability to examine developmental efifects, (d) the reflective nature of the tasks, (e) the limited 
nimiber of SIP stages examined, (0 the narrow range of levels of psychopathology, and (g) 
the limited number of social situations examined. 
The current study was a correlational study. This limits the interpretation of results 
and the ability to make causal inferences. The current study used various measures of 
psychopathology as predictors of SIP patterns. Future research may use a reciprocal 
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approach and examine the effects of particular SIP patterns as predictors of various 
psychopathology measures. 
Dodge and Price (1994) recognized that the internal consistency of some of the SIP 
measures was somewhat low. Previous studies usii  ^similar measures have found significant 
differences between aggressive and depressed children, even when internal consistencies were 
marginal (Quiggle, et aL, 1992). Aggregating over six. vignettes was expected to in^)rove 
reliability. Internal consistency of the current interview was Higher than some of the SIP 
measures used in the past. 
SIP has been interpreted firom a developmental context (Cirino & Beck, 1991; Dodge 
& Price, 1994; Feldman & Dodge, 1987). The quality of SIP sldlk improves with age (Cirino 
& Beck, 1991; Dodge & Price, 1994; Feldman & Dodge, 1987). SIP patterns of socially 
maladjusted children tend to resemble those of younger children (Cirino & Beck, 1991; Dodge 
& Price, 1994; Feldman & Dodge, 1987). The current study examines fifth grade students, so 
it does not allow for the examination of a developmental perspective; however, it stiU allowed 
for a conqjarison of different types of children within the same age range. Several other 
researchers have chosen to examine students within the age range used in the current study 
due to the high value place on social interactions by these children (Schmidt, 1996; 
Trachtenberg & Viken, 1994; Quiggle, et aL, 1992) 
Rubin and Krasnor (1986) distinguished between "reflective" (Le., deliberate) SIP, and 
"automatic" (Le., less conscious) SIP. The tasks in this study were reflective in nature, 
because they asked the children to deliberately think about situations and provide responses. 
There is some evidence that aggressive children perform better when engaged in reflective 
responding than when responding is automatic (Rabiner et aL, 1990). Nevertheless, since 
analyses of studies still find strong evidence for SIP differences in aggressive children using 
these reflective tasks (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Dodge & Crick, 1990), it is possible that these 
SEP measures underestimate the difSculties these children experience when forced to use 
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automatic responding. Future research is needed to develop interventions that will assist 
children in automatically generalizing skills to other situations. 
The current study examined only four of the stages in the reformulated SIP model 
(Crick & Dodge, 1994). The study did not directly assess encodii^ skills. Children with 
ADHD have been found to have deficits in encoding (Moore et aL, 1992). Results fiwm this 
study did not test for these deficits. The study did not assess actual behavioral responding; 
however. Dodge et al. (1986) found peer judgments to be based on actual behavioral patterns 
of children. Therefore, some tentative inferences can be made about expected behavior. 
Future research should assess this directly. 
The current study did not yield a broad range of levels of psychopathology on many of 
the syn^jtom scales. This narrower range of scores may have contributed to some of the 
findings that &iled to attain significance. It may also be of benefit to use broader scales on the 
SIP variables to increase variability (e.g., use scales from "1" to "10" as opposed to "1" to 
"4"). 
Two different types of social situations were addressed in this study (Le., peer entry 
situations and peer provocation situations). These situations were selected based on past 
research indicating their relevance to the classifications of children beii^ assessed in this study 
(Dodge, 1986; Kaslow et aL, 1983), and their pertinence to the age group being studied 
(Cavell & Kelley, 1994). Generalizability of results to other types of social situations is not 
known. Dodge and Price (1994) recognize the need to use a trade-off of breadth of SIP 
assessment, and depth of SIP assessment. This study attempted to achieve a feir balance 
between the two. Future research may address SIP patterns in other types of social situations. 
Summary 
Despite these limitations, the current study offers information that can be usefijl within 
many areas of psychology. There were implications for social, cognitive, school and 
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counseling psychology. In regard to social psychology, the study provides information about 
how children think about and respond to peer rejection and peer provocation situations. 
Cognitivefy, the study examines various stages of social cognitive functioning. The study 
provides implications for interventions for school and counseling psychologists. Future 
research should focus on the implementation and evaluation of these interventions. 
Although the current study was not designed specifically to design interventions, the 
findings may have implications for developing interventions for children. For example, the 
current study would indicate that interventions targeting affect may not be particularly 
effective for children with depression, because the depressed children did not report a great 
deal of negative affect in the situation. In contrast, anxious children report more sad and 
afi^d feelings, which may be targets for intervention. Attribution retraining may be 
implicated for students experiencing syn^toms of depression or anxiety, since they exhibited a 
depressogenic attributional style and hostile intent bias. Depressed children also generated 
more aggressive goals, even though these goals did not seem to lead to depressed children 
being more likely to carry out aggressive responses in the social situations. This may indicate 
that depressed children need to leam to formulate goals that would be more likely to have a 
positive outcome for them in social situations. Oiildren with symptoms of ADHD evaluated 
"getting revenge" as a good goal, but were no more likely than other students to generate 
responses consistent with this goal These children may need interventions emphasizing 
positive effects fi'om more effective goals and responses. Finally, aggressive children saw 
arguing as an ea^ response, but did not evaluate any of the other responses as easy, so 
interventions for ^gressive children may need to focus on increasii^ their feelii^s of 
competence to carry out more appropriate responses. Many of these inq)lications are 
consistent with recommendations of Akhtar and Bradley (1991), especially in regard to the 
possibility of heterogeneity of SIP in aggressive children. Other researchers have also noted 
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SIP information as beneficial in intervention planning, implementation and evaluation 
(Bierman, 1986; Locbman, et aL, 1985; Lochman & Lenhart, 1993). 
The study also opens questions for further research with different students. The 
current study could be expanded to different subgroups of children; for example, examining 
social information processing in different sociometric groups. Different age groups could be 
interviewed to examine developmental effects on social information processing. Alternatives 
to the vignettes could be used; for exanq)le examining effects of viewing television violence on 
the social information process. 
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MOODS, IHOUCmS AND BEHAVIOR STUDY 
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUCTIONS 
Child participant informed consent statement: 
To be read before each testing session 
Hi. My name is and I am a researcher at iowa State 
University. Today we are collecting data as part of a study that your parents 
have given us permission to do with you. We think it is important that you 
also understand what we will be doing before you agree to partidpate. 
We will be completing some questionnaires that ask questions about who your 
friends are at school and what school is like for you. This will take about 
50 minutes. This is not a test because there are no right or wrong answers; 
we want to know what you think. Your answers to our questions will be 
confidential. That means that we will not show your answers to your 
classmates, or your parents, or your teacher or principal. The only persons 
who will see your answers will be researchers at Iowa State, and they will see 
only your answera and not your names so that your answers will be private. We 
hope that this privacy will help you to be comfortable in telling us just how 
you feel. 
It is also important that you not discuss your answers with the other 
children in your dass. Please dont discuss your answers with other children 
today or any other day. This is important to keep all answere private. 
We are ready to begin, but before we start are there any questions? 
(pause). If any of you do not wish to participate you may be excused now if 
you wish. Leaving now will not affect your grades since this is research and 
not a test (pause). We hope that you can answer all of our questions today, 
but if there are any questions that you do not want to answer you can skip 
those if you wish. If you want to stop and excuse yourself after we get 
started that Is O.K. too. 
(You can paraphrase the above instructions and make them briefer). 
Instructions for completing the peer report 
and self-report questionnaires 
Demographics sheet script 
On the first sheet, please PRINT your name so that we can read it easily. Also, 
write down your grade, your age in yeare, and your birthday, the month, day. and year 
you were bom (Pause.) Today's date is . Now, please write in your teacher's 
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name. 
Now, when you are through with these questions, turn to the next page. 
Peer nomination inventory script 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CLASS; 
We wouid like to learn about kids your age and what it is like for you to 
go to school. One way we can do this is to ask you questions about yourself 
and about your dassmates. You are going to tell us about your classmates on 
the first questionnaire. We will ask you about yourself on the other 
questionnaires. 
In front of you is a list of names of the children in your grade. &ch 
name has a numtier. Rnd your name on the list, and write the numiier beside 
your name at the top of the first page of your answer book, where you see the 
letters 'ID'. Has everyone found their own name? 
Now, draw a line through your name and number on the class roster, 
because we dont want you to use your number anymore. Everyone hold up your 
dass roster when you have done this, so that I can see that you have crossed 
out your name and number. (Repeat this instruction if needed, because it is 
important that children do not use their own number.) 
After each question we ask, we wouid like you to write down the numbers 
of the three kids who are best descnbed by the sentence that we read to you. 
You can write down the numtier of anyone on the sheet, boy or giri, in your 
dassroom or in another dassroom. You can use the same number twice on 
cfifferent question, but you cant use the same numtier twice on ttie same 
question. Does everyone understand this (pause). You can use only the numbers 
for people on your roster. Dont write down the names of children in other 
grades at this school, or the names of children that you know outside from of 
school. 
Rememt>er. your answers are private. We wont tell anyone about your 
answers, and we dont want you to tell anyone about your answers either. Does 
everyone promise to keep your answers private both right now and also after we 
are finished today. (Try to have everyone's attention and agreement on this 
before proceeding.) You can use the dass roster to cover your answers to 
keep them private. 
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Everyone ready? Lefs try the first question: 
1. Who do you like the most in your grade. Rnd that person's name, and 
write his or her number in the space marked 'A' on question 1. Now write down 
the number of another kid that you like the most in space 'B". Now write down 
the number of a third kid that you like the most in space 'C*. 
(Give the kids about 1 minute, total, on this question.) 
2. Now, you may like ail the kids in your grade, but there may be some kids 
that you dont like as much as other kids. For question 3, write down ttie 
numbers of three kids that you like the least It may be hard to think of 
three kids that you like the least if you cant think of three kids, try to 
think of at least two kids that you like the least (This is the one question 
where children will laugh, talk, point at others, etc. It is important to 
maintain privacy. Remind ttiem that they have all promised to keep ttieir 
answers private.) 
(Give the kids about 1 minute, total, on this question.) 
Now remember, for the rest of the questions you can write down the same numiier 
for different questions, but not the same number for the same question. (Try 
to pace yourself to just under one minute for each of the rest of the 
' sociometric questions). 
3. Now, pick out 3 kids who blame other kids when they get into fights. 
These kids seem to get into fights with others a lot and they always seem to 
blame it on the other kid. 
4. Now, pick three kids who often look sad. These are kids that dont look 
happy a lot (Remind the children that if they cant think of three kids that 
often look sad, then try to think of two; use this prompt periodicaiiy during 
the sociometrics). 
5. Now, pick 3 idds who have trouble waiting for their turn. They seem to 
get impatient, or they sometimes cut in line like they didnt know you were 
there in front of them. 
Remember, pick one kid. then pick a different kid, then pick a third kid; 
dont pick the same kid more than once for any one question. You can pick the 
same kid again for other questions. 
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6. Now, pick 3 idds who are afraid of litUe things that don't scare other 
kids, like spiders or mice or loud noises. 
7. Now, pick 3 kids who try to get other kids to gang up on whoever they 
dont like. These kids pick on others and they try to get other kids to pick 
on on other kids too. 
8. Now, pick 3 kids who often look lonely. These kids often look like they 
are ail aione. 
9. Now, pick 3 kids who get embarrassed easily. These are kids who dont like 
to speak up in dass, or do other things in front of the group. 
10. Now, pick 3 kids who overreact to I'ltUe acddents. These kids get mad 
real easy and they can even hit another kids for no good reason just because 
they think the other kid meant to hurt them, even if it was Just an acddent 
11. Now, pick 3 kids who often dont pay attention. These kids have trouble 
remembering directions or what the teacher has said to them because they dont 
listen or they forget to listen. 
12. Now, pick 3 kids who have nervous habits, like chewing on pendls or 
biting their fingernails. 
13. Now, pick 3 kids who get upset a lot These kids may cry a lot or they 
may look like they are going to cry a lot 
14. Now, pick 3 kids who buily others. These kids intimidate others and push 
them around. 
15. Now, pick 3 kids who seem to be sick a lot These kids complain of 
headaches or stomachaches, or other things all the time. 
16. Now, pick 3 kids who use threats to get their own way. These kids 
threaten to hurt other kids unless those kids do what they want 
17. Now, pick 3 kids who dont join in. These are kids who sort of hang back 
rather than joining the group. 
18. Now, pick 3 kids who get real mad if they are teased. These kids start 
yelling at anyone who is teasing them, or they may even hit another kids who 
is teasing them. 
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19. Now, pick 3 (dds who worry a lot These are kids who are always bothered 
by things that happened in the past or by things that are going to happen. 
20. Now, pick 3 kids who get good grades. These kids do real well in their 
schooiwork. 
21. Now, pick 3 kids who are fearful and jumpy. These kids seem to be afraid 
of many things and are frightened easily. 
22. Now, pick 3 kids who dont seem to have much fun. These are kids that 
dont seem to enjoy themselves. 
23. Now, pick 3 kids who fidget a lot These kids are real squirmy, and they 
have trouble sitting still in their seats. 
(Give children enough time to respond to the last sociometric question. It is 
O.K. for children have left some nomination spaces blank) 
If you need more time we can come back to these questions at the end of 
testing. Lets go on to the next questionnaire. The rest of these questions 
go a lot ^ster, so I'm going to pick up the pace. Raise your hand and let me 
know if I'm going too fast 
Self-report questionnaires script 
SRI 
Now, turn to the next page of your answer book, the page with SRI on top (show 
the children your page). Now for each question I will read three statements. 
Choose the one statement that best describes how you have been feeling for the 
past two weeks. Please dont skip any questions, and choose only one answer 
for each question. 
(At this point each item on the SRI will be read aloud). 
WHY DO THINGS HAPPBI THE WAYTHATTHEY DO 
(The instructions on the top of the first page of this questionnaire will be 
read aloud, and all items will be read aloud. Be sure to check kids' answers 
to the example questions and see that they are circling only one response to 
each question). 
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APPENDKC: instruments 
SOCIAL INFORMRTIOM PROCESSINS STUDY 
NAME . 
GRADE 
AGE 
BIRTHDATE 
TODAY'S DATE 
TEACHER'S NAME 
Hi. We are researcbers from Iowa State Ooiverslty. Today we are 
doing a study to find out more about what you tbiaJc about 
yourselves and what you think about different things that happen at 
school. Your parents have given permission for you to participate 
today, and we want you to know something about the study before we 
begin. 
All of your emswers today are confidential. That mecuis that your 
answers are private, and we will not show your answers to anyone, 
not your peuents or your teachers or any other kids at school. He 
would also like you to keep your answers private and not tell ch«a 
to the other kids. 
Also, you should know that there are no right or wrong answers to 
the questions that we will ask you today. What is important is 
that you answer the questions based on what you think, because that 
is what we are really interested in. 
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ID #: 
1. YOU LIKE THE MOST a) b) c) 
2. YOU LIKE THE LEAST: a) b) c) 
3. BLAMES OTHERS IN FIGHTS a) b) c) 
4. OFTEN LOOK SAD: a) b) c) 
5. TROUBLE WAITING TURNS: a) b) C )  
6. AFRAID OF LITTLE THINGS: a) b) C )  
7. GETS KIDS TO GANG UP: a) b) cj 
8. OFTEN LOOKS LONELY": a) b) c) 
9. GET EMBARRASSED EASILY: a) b) C >  
10. OVERREACTS TO ACCIDENTS: a) b) c) 
11. DOESN'T PAY ATTENTION: a) b) c) 
12. CHEW THINGS, BITE NAILS: a) b) C )  
13. GET UPSET EASILY; CRIES: a) b) C )  
14. BULLIES, PUSHES OTHERS: a) b) C )  
15. HEADACHES /STOMACHACHES: a) b) C) 
16. THREATENS TO GET OWN WAY: a) b) C) 
17. DOESN'T JOIN IN: a )  b )  C )  
18. STRIKES BACK WHEN TEASED: a) b) C) 
19. WORRY A LOT: a) b) C) 
20. DOES WELL IN SCHOOL: a) b) c) 
21. FEARFUL AND JUMPY: a) b) c) 
22. DON'T HAVE MUCH FUN: a) b) c) 
23. FIDGETS; SQUIRMY: a) b) c) 
STOP! DO NOT GO ON UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ANSWERS. 
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SRX 
REMEMBER. PICK OtJT THE SENTENCES THAT DESCRIBE YOOR FEELINGS 
AND IDEAS IN THE PAST TWO (2) WEEKS. 
I AM SAD ONCE IN A WHILE 
I AM SAD MANY TIMES 
I AM SAD ALL THE TIME 
NOTHING WILL EVER WORK OOT FOR ME 
I AM NOT SORE IF THINGS WILL WORK OOT FOR ME 
THINGS WILL WORK OOT FOR ME O.K. 
I DO MOST THINGS O.K. 
I DO MANY THINGS WRONG 
I DO EVERYTHING WRONG 
I HAVE FOB IH MANY THINGS 
I HAVE FON IN SOME THINGS 
NOTHING IS TON AT ALL 
I HATE MYSELF 
I DO HOT LIKE MYSELF 
I LIKE MYSELF 
I FEEL LIKE CRYING EVERYDAY 
I FEEL LIKE CRYING MANY DAYS 
I FEEL LIKE CRYING OKCE IH A WHILE 
THINGS BOTHER ME ALL THE TIME 
THINGS BOTHER MB MANY TIMES 
THINGS BOTHER ME OHCE IH A WHILE 
I LOOK O.K. 
THERE ARE SOME BAD THINGS ABOOT MY LOOKS 
I LOOK OGLY 
I AM TIRED CMCE IH A WHILE 
I AM TIRED MANY DAYS 
I AM TIRED ALL THE TIME 
I DO NOT FEEL AL(»IE 
I FEEL ALONE MANY TIMES 
I FEEL AL(MIE ALL THE TIME 
I NEVER HAVE FON AX SCHOOL 
I HAVE FtJH AT SCHOOL (WLY ONCE IN A WHILE 
I HAVE FOH AT SCHOOL MANY TIMES 
MY SCHOOLWORK IS ALRIGHT 
MY SCHOOLWORK IS HOT AS GOOD AS BEFORE 
I DO VERY BADLY IH SDBJECTS I OSED TO BE GOOD IN 
NOBODY REALLY LOVES ME 
I AM HOT SORE IF ANYBODY LOVES MB 
I AM SORE THAT SOMEBODY LOVES MB 
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I DON'T WORRT ABOtTT FAIXING BEHIND IH M7 SCHOOI.WORK 
I SOMETIMES WORRY ABOQT E?aj.IIIG BEHINO IN MY SCHOOLHORK 
I OFTEH HORRY ABOOT PALLING BEHIND IN HY SCHOOLHORK 
I WORRY A I.OT ABOOT WHAT OTHER PEOPLE THINK ABOOT ME 
I SCMETIMES WORRY ABOOT WHAT OTHER PEOPLE THINK ABOOT ME 
I OSUAIiY DON'T WORRY ABOOT WHAT OTHER PEOPLE THINK ABOOT ME 
I OFTEN FEEL VERY NERVOUS AND JITTERY 
r SOMETIMES FEEL VERY NERVOOS AND JITTERY 
I FEEL NERVOOS AND JITTERY ONLY ONCE IN A WHILE 
I NEVER GET EMBARRASSED WHEN I TALK TO OTHER PEOPLE 
I SOMETIMES GET EMBARRASSED WHEN I TALK TO OTHER PEOPLE 
I OFTEN GET EMBARRASSED WHEN X TALK TO OTHER PEOPLE 
I 00 NOT HORRY ABOOT ACHES AND PAINS 
I HORRY ABOOT ACHES AND PAINS MANY TIMES 
r HORRY ABOOT ACHES AND PAINS ALL THE TIME 
I AM AFRAID OF MANY THINGS THAT DOH'T SCARE MOST OTHER PEOPLE 
X AM AFRAID OF A FEW THINGS THAT DCSI'T SCARE MOST OTHER PEOPLE 
THINGS OSOALLY OO NOT FRIGHTEN ME 
I LIKE TO TALK TO MY TEACHER 
I SOMETIMES GET NERVOOS WHEN I TALK TO MY TEACHER 
I OFTEN GET NERVOOS WHEN I TALK TO MY TEACHER 
I OFTEN HORRY THAT OTHER PEOPLE HILL LAOGH AT MY MISTAKES 
I SOMETIMES HORRY THAT OTHER PEOPLE HILL LAOGH AT MY MISTAKES 
I DON'T HORRY ABOOT MAKING MISTAKES IN FRONT OF OTHER PEOPLE 
I WORRY ABOOT THINGS A LOT MORE THAN OTHER KIDS DO 
I HORRY ABOTT THINGS, BUT MOT ANY MORE THAN OTHER KIDS OO 
OTHER KIDS HORRY ABOOT THINGS MORE THAN I OO 
WHEN I GET NERVOOS I GET REAL SHAKY 
WHEN t GET NERVOUS I GET A LITTLE SHAKY 
r DON'T GET SHAKY HHEN I GET NERVOOS 
ON MANY DAXS I HORRY SO MDCH THAT I DO NOT FEEL LIKE EATING 
ON SOME DAYS I HORRY SO MUCH THAT I DO NOT FEEL LIKE EATING 
I DON'T HORRY TOO MOCH. SO I EAT PRETTY HELL 
WHEN r HORRY I ALWAYS GET HEADACHES OR STOMACHACHES 
WHEN I HORRY I SOMETIMES GET HEADACHES OR STOMACHACHES 
WHEN I HORRY I OSOALLY DON'T GET HEADACHES OR STOMACHACHES 
I HORRY THAT X AM DOING MY SCHOOLHORK HROMG (^Y ONCE IN A HHILE 
X SOMETIMES HORRY THAT X AM DOING MY SCHOOLHORK WRONG 
X OFTEN HORRY THAT X AM DOING MY SCHOOLHORK HRCXIG 
X THINK ABOOT BAD THINGS HAPPENING TO ME ONCE IN A WHILE 
I HORRY THAT BAD THINGS HILL HAPPEN TO MB 
X AM SORE THAT TERRIBLE THINGS HILI. HAPPEN TO ME 
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IF SOMEONE MAKES FCW OP ME I OSOALLY IGHOBE THEM 
IF SOMEOHE MAKES FDN OF MB t HAVE A HARD TIME lOIORING THEM 
IF SGMEOHE MAKES FON OP ME I OSnALLY GET INTO AN ARGUMENT 
I NEVER POSH OTHER KtDS ARODND OR BDLLY THEM TO GET WHAT I WANT 
SCMETIMBS I POSH OTHER KIDS AROCND TO GET WHAT I HANT 
I PUSH OTHER KIDS ARODND AND BOLLV THEM A LOT OF THE TIME 
IF I GET INTO A FIGHT. IT IS NEVER MV FADLT 
IF I GET INTO A FIGHT, IT IS RARELY MY FADLT 
IF I GET INTO A FIGHT. IT IS SCMETIMBS MY FADLT 
WHEN KIDS aOMP INTO ME IT MAKES MB VERY ANGRT 
WHEN KIDS aOMP INTO ME IT BOTHEHS ME A IJTTLB 
WHEN KIDS amp INTO ME IT DOESN'T BOTHER ME AX ALL 
I OSOALLY CAN GET Hf FRIENDS TO GANG OP ON KIDS I DON'T LIKE 
I SOMETIMES WILL GET MY FRIENDS TO GANG OP GH KIDS I DON'T LIKE 
I DON'T TRY TO GET MY FRIENDS TO GANG OP ON OTHER KIDS 
I DSDALLY HIT KIDS TO MAKE THEM DO fOOVX I HANT 
I SCMETIMBS VIXLL HIT A KID TO MAKE THEM DO WHAT I f4ANT 
I NEVER WILL HIT A KID TO MAKE THEM DO WHAT I HANT 
I ALWAYS HAVE A HABD TIME MAKING FRIENDS 
I SOMETIMES HAVE A HARD TIME MAKING FRIENDS 
rr IS EASY FOR ME TO MAKE FRIENDS 
I AM VERY POPOLAR WITH OTHER KIDS 
I AM A LITTLB POPOLAR WITH OTHER KIDS 
I AM NOT POPOLAR AT ALL 
I GET INCLnOBD IN LOTS OF THINGS THAT OTHER KIDS DO 
I GET INCLODED IN SOME THINGS THAT OTHER KIDS DO 
I GET LEFT OOT OF LOTS OF THINGS THAT OTHER KIDS DO 
I RAVE PLENTY OF FRIENDS 
I HAVE SOME FRIENDS BOT I WISH I HAD MORE 
I OO NOT HAVE ANY FRIENDS 
HARDLY ANY QTHER KIDS IN MY GRADE r.TirR ME 
SGME OF THE OTHER KIDS IN MY GRADE T.TlfB MB 
MOST OTHER KXDS IN MY GRADE LIKE ME 
I OStZALLY FINISH MY SCHOOLHORK ON TIME 
I SOMETIMES FINISH MY SCHOOLWORK ON TIME 
I HAVE TROOBLE FINISHING MY SCHOOLHORK ON TIME 
I NEVER GET IN TROOBLE FOR BEING OOT OF MY SEAT 
I SOMETIMES GET IN TROUBLE FOR BEING OOT OF MY SEAT 
I GET IN TROOBLE FOR BEING OOT OF MY SEAT ALL THE TIME 
I TALK OOT OF TORN A LOT 
r SCMETIMBS TALK OOT OF TORN 
I NEVER TALK OOT OF TORN 
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I MAKE A LOT OP CARELESS MISTAKES UI M7 SCBOOLHORK 
r SOMETIMBS HAKE CARELESS MISTAKES IH HV SCBOOLHORK 
r aSOALLY OO NOT MAKE CARELESS MISTAKES IN M7 SC^LWORK 
I CAH OSOALLY FZ21D MY THINCS AT SCHOOL 
I SOMETIMES MISPLACE THIKGS AT SCHOOL 
I LOSE IHHIGS AT SCHOOL ALL THE TIME 
I 00 NOT HAVE TROOBLE REMEMBERING WHAT MY TEACHER HAS SAIS 
r SOMETIMES HAVE TROOBLE REMEMBERIHG WHAT MY TEACHER HAS SAID 
X USUALLY FORGET WHAT MY TEACHER HAS SAID 
KAITING FOR MY TORN IS EASY FOR ME 
r SOMETIMeS HAVE TROOBLE HAITXNG FOR MY TORN 
I OFTEN HAVE TROOBLE HAITTNG FOR MY TORN 
X HAVE A LCrr OF TROOBLE PAYING ATTENTION IN CLASS 
I SOMETIMES HAVE TROOBLE PAYING AITENTICH IN CLASS 
I 1X3 NOT HAVE MOCH TROOBLE PAYING MTESnOl IN CLASS 
I OO VERY HELL Of MATR TESTS 
I DO AS WELL AS MOST STODENTS OH MATH TEST 
I AM NOT VERY GOOD AT MATH 
I DO VERY HELL OS SPELLING TESTS 
I 00 AS HELL AS MOST S'lTiDKNTS ON SPELLING TEST 
I AM HOT VERY GOCSS AT SPELLING 
I DO VERY WELL ON SCIENCE TESTS 
I DO AS HELL AS MOST STODKMTS (Xt SCIENCE TEST 
I AM NOT VERY GOOD AT SCIENCE 
X  OO VERY HELL ON READING TESTS 
I 00 AS HELL AS MOST STUmaTK ON READING TEST 
I AH NOT VERY GOOD AT READING 
STOP! DO NOT GO ON UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
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fOS OO TBIBGS H&SSEH 1BE MUX THAT TBJSI DO 
He wane co Icnow about the raasans why you may sometinies do mil or may sometimes 
hKve tronbls in getting along with other Icids, getting along with your parenfcs, 
getting good grades, and doing well in Hpott and. otiiar activities. For each of che 
following sections, read the story and imagine that you are the person in the story 
and the thing in the story is really happenixig to you. Then, for each question, 
read both reasons for why the thing in the story might be happening to you. Choose 
QBE reason for why the thing in che story is happening to you. thra decide if that 
reason is BBAUY XiUJK for you or just SOBT OF TSOB for you. 
Circle ^ if the ending on the LOfT SIDE is BS&LLT TKDB for you. 
Circle 2. If che ending on che UFT SZDB is SOBT OF TSDB for you. 
Circle 2. i-f Che ending on the BXGBX SIDE is SOSX OF XkUK for you. 
Circle ± if che ending on the PTiawr sjQUf is BB&LLV nuiK for you. 
BEUBUBSR CO read BOTH SIDES of each question BSFOBS answering. 
Then, decide NBICB SZ9S is HOBS crue for you. 
Then, decide if chac side is BEMUX 'CiiUB or SOBT OF 'UUS for you. 
Finally, CTBCTiK aBLY QBE HOHBBB to auiswer the question. 
BXAXEU UUKSTIOMS 
Some Icids like to 
play outside games 
like baseball or 
hide-and-seek. 
X 
Really 
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
3 
Sort o£ 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
Other kids like to 
play inside games 
rrhecieers or 
cards. 
Some kids like Other kids like 
CO solve 1 2 3 4 to read abouc 
imch Dnbletns Really Sort of Sort of Really sciense-
True True True True 
Some kids walk 
or ride a bike to 
school. 
1 
Really 
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
3 
Sort of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
Other kids ride 
the bus or their 
oarencs drive 
chem to school. 
How, efaerlr yoor ansiran. You should have only three circles on this page, one 
circle for each question. If both sides are crue for you, then you have to decide 
which side is more true or true more of ehe cime. Then go to that side and decide 
if it is really crue for you or just sort of crue for you. 
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Circle X ending on Cbe UFT SS)B is BZAUIT 'I'HtlK for you. 
Circle 2. if ending on Ctie UEPT SID8 is SOST OF TKUK for you. 
Circle X if ciie ending on die BZGBT SIDE is SOBT OF TSOS for you. 
Circle 4. if cbe ending on cbe SIGBT SIDE is REULY TUUK for you. 
BRMKMBRR CO read BOTE SZSBS of each quescion BEFOBB answering. 
You are crying co gee along wicti ocher kids, buc you chink chac chey do noc like 
you. You are noc having much fun wich chem. and you wish you had naore friends. Why 
is chi-s happening? 
I. When I'm noc liked ic's because 
I was noc 
a fun person co 
be wich on 
iusc chac dav. 
I 
Really 
True 
2 
Sore of 
True 
3 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
I'm usually noc a 
fun person to 
be with. 
2. When I'm noc liked ic's because 
wosc kids 
don'c like me. 1 
Really 
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
3 
Sort of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
a few kids 
don'c like me. 
3. When kids don' C wane to play wich me ic's because ... 
usualIv chev don't 
like CO play 
wich me. 
1 
Really 
True 
2 
Sore of 
True 
3 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
Chey didn' c «ianc 
CO play wich me 
an iusc chac dav. 
4. When kids don' c wane co play wich me ic s because ... 
a few kids don' C 
wane CO play 
wich me. 
L 
Really 
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
3 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
mosc kids don'c wane 
CO play wich me. 
5. When kids aren't nice C O  me it's because 
USUaiiz chey are 
bothered by me. 1 
Really 
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
3 
Sort of 
T^e 
4 
Really 
True 
chey were bochered 
by me on lustLXQU 
6. When I'm having crouble geccing along wich ocher kids ic's because 
a few kids aren'c moac kids aren'c 
being nice co me. i 2 3 4 being nice co me. 
Really Sore of Sore of Really 
True True True True 
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Circle X i' the ending on che £0T SXPK is SXAWmY THUK for you. 
Circle Z if Ciie ending on Ctie &BVT SZB8 is SOBX OF TIIIIK Cor you. 
Circle 2 if Ctie ending on cbe BTBHT SSDS is SOKT OF XimK for you. 
Circle £ if ciie ending on che RIGST SZDS is REALLY TKOS for you. 
BKMRMBRW CO read BOIE SIDES Of each question BS70BE answering. 
You are having trouble getting good grades in sctaool. 7ou are not doing as well in 
your sctioolworic as you used to, and you are beginning to worry about tbis. Is 
this b^ipening? 
I. Hben I have trouble with my schoolworfc it's because — 
I had trouble usually I have 
understanding the 1 2 3 4 trouble under-
teaciier iusc on Really Sore of Sort of Really scanding the 
that d a y .  True True True True teacher. 
2. When I have trouble with my schoolworJc it's because 
Z am having trouble 
in many subjects. 1 2 
Really Sort of 
True True 
Sort of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
Z am having trouble 
in one subject. 
3. When Z have troiible with my schoolworJc it's because 
the homeworJc was the homeworJc is 
too hard on i 2 3 4 always too hard. 
iust chat day. Really Sort of Sort of Really 
True True True True 
4. When z have trouble with my schoolworlc it's because 
usually Z have 
trouble following 
directions. 
I 
Really-
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
Sort of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
Z had trouble 
following directions 
on -iusc chac day. 
5. When Z have troiible with my schoolworJc it's because ... 
Z have problems with 
i u s r  mv h o n i e w o r t e .  1 2  3  4 
Really Sort of Sort of Really 
True True True True 
Z have problems with 
r  d o .  
6. When Z have trouble witb my schoolworlc it's because 
Z have trouble 
witii many of my 
assignments. 
I 
Really 
True 
2 
Sort of 
True 
Sort of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
Z have trouble with 
iust one of my 
assignments. 
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Cixcle X if clie ending on che UBFT SZSS la SMMXXX 'UUJK for you. 
Circle 2. if cbe ending on tbe LMT SJBK is SOBX OF 'tUUK for you. 
Circle 2 If cii£ ending on cue BXGHT SJOE is SORT OF TgPK for you. 
Circle i if Che ending on cbe HUMT SIDB is SEALLy TBOB for you. 
SEUEUBEK CO read both SISBS of each quesclon BBFOBS answering. 
You are crying co gee along wicii ociier Iclds, and you chink cbac chey like you. You 
chink chac you are having fun wich chem, and you are doing well wich chem. Nby is 
this happexxing? 
1. When I'm liked ic's because 
on chac day r was 
a fun person co 
be wich. 
1 
Really 
True 
2 
Sore of 
True 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
I'm usuailZ a 
fun person co 
be wleh. 
2. When I'm Liked ic's because 
mosc kids 
like me. I 2 
Really Sore of 
Tinie Ttue 
3 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
•hisc a few kids 
like me. 
3. When ocher kids wane co play wich me ie* s because ... 
was a fun person l 2 
CO be wich. Really Sore of 
True Ttue 
3 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
I'm usually a fun 
person co be 
wich. 
4. When ocher kids wane co play wihe me 
— 
mosc kids wane co 
play wich me. I 2 
Really Sore of 
True Ttue 
3 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
wane co play 
wich me. 
5. When kids are nice co me iC's because • • • 
uaually they like chey liked ehe 
Che chings chac 1 2 3 4 chings chac I did 
I do. Really Sore of Sore of Really ctt»c <3ay-
Ttue True Ttue Ttue 
6. When I'm liked ic's because 
I gee along wleh 
L 
Really 
True 
2 
Sore of 
True 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
I gee along wich 
TOSC Kids chac 
I know. 
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Circle i if Che ending on che LMTT SWB is amJOlX rami for you. 
Circle 2, if che ending on che LMWT SXDK is SOXT or nXB for you. 
Circle i if che ending on cte saOBT SJBE is sobt OF mug for you. 
Circle 4 if che ending on che BXmT sujb is BKKT.T.Y TSOB for you. 
manamKB co read BOIR sides of each quescion BSFOSS answering. 
You are doing well in school. YOu are geccing beccer grades in your schoolworJc chan 
you used co, and you are proud of yourself. Hby Is this ba^ening? 
I. When I am doing well in my schoolworic ic's because 
I underscood whac 
I was supposed co L 2 
do on iusc chac Really Sore of 
day. True True 
Sore of T^e 
usually X 
4 underscaad whac 
Really I'm supposed 
True CO do. 
When r am doing well in my schoolworic iC s because ... 
I am doing well in 
many subject. 1 
Really 
True 
2 
Sore of 
True 
Sore of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
I am doing well 
in iuse one subjecc. 
3. When I am doing well in my schoolworic ic's because 
che assignments 
were easy on 
1ygt Chat day-
che assigmnencs 
1 2 3 4 are usually easy. 
Really Sore of Sore of Really 
Ttue True True True 
4. When X am doing well in my schoolworic it's because — 
usually I woric I woriced hard at 
hard at my i 2 3 4 my schoolworic 
schoolworic. Really sort of Sort of Really iust on chac day. 
True Ttue True True 
S. When X am doing well in my schoolworic ic's because — 
I am doing well on 
lots of assignments. I 2 
Really Sore of 
True True 
sort of 
Ttue 
X am doing well on 4 1u3C a few 
Really assignments. 
True 
6. When I am doing well in my schoolworic ie* s because 
I am good at doing 
most kinds of 
schoolworfc. 
X 
Really 
Tiue 
2 
Sort of 
True 
Sort of 
True 
4 
Really 
True 
£ am good at doing 
most chinos trhac 
I cry-
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Please circle how often or how much each of these statanents describe this 
child. 
0 3 Sot true or nev«r happens (as far as you know) 
1 > Rarely true or rarely happens Child's grade: 5 6 
2 » Somewhat true or sometimea happens Child's sex: M F 
3 3 Hbstly true or frequently happens Hath achievement: A B C 0 F 
4 3 Very true or happens very often Lcuiguage achieve: A B C O F 
1. A£rsd.d or nervous about talking in front of others 0 — 1 — 2 — 3—4 
2. Short attention span 0 1 2 3 4 
3. Clings to adults, shy, dependent - 0 1 2 3 — 4 
4. Complains of headaches, stomachaches, etc 0 — 1 2 3 4 
5. Neglected by other children; often uxmoticed. 0...1—2...3 4 
6. Blames others when in a fight 0 — 1—2—3 4 
7. Cries or appears about to cry 0 — 1—2—3 — 4 
8. Sad, ixohappy or depressed. 0—1—2...3 4 
9. Doesn't sean to have Cun 0 1—2—3—4 
10. controversiallike by some peers, not by other — 0 — 1—2 — 3—4 
11. Gets embarrassed easily 0 — 1—2 — 3—4 
12. Basily distracted 0...1 — 2. ..3 — 4 
13. Feaurs failure—needs, to be perfect 0 — 1 — 2 — 3—4 
14. Uses force to dominate peers 0 — 1—2 — 3—4 
15. Feels or coo^lciizxs that no one loves him/her 0 — 1—2 — 3 — 4 
16. Feels worthless, inferior, or inadequate 0—1—2...3...4 
17. Fears being separated from parents, friends 0—1—2...3...4 
18. Liked by other children; popular 0 — 1 — 2 — 3—4 
19. . Nervous habits—chews things, pulls hair, etc 0 — 1—2 — 3—4 
20. Pessimistic—anticipates bad outcomes 0 1 2 — 3—4 
21. Gets kids to gang up on others 0...1—2—3—4 
22. Phobias—afraid of little, harmless things 0 — 1—2 — 3—4 
23. Over reacts to accidents by aggressing at peers 0...1—2 — 3 — 4 
24. Hyperactive 0 1 2 — 3...4 
25. Rejected by other children 0...1 2 — 3...4 
26. Complains about or appesurs to be tired, fatigued .. 0 1 2 — 3—4 
27. Sudden changes in mood—becomes angry or hostile .. 0...1 2...3—^4 
28. Sudden chamges in mood—becomes sad or withdrawn .. 0...1 2 — 3...4 
29. Bullies other kids to get his/her own way 0...1—2 — 3 — 4 
30. When teased, will strike back 0 — 1—2—3...4 
31. In^mlsive; acts without thinking 0—l 2 3 4 
-32. Chosen by others as a work or play partner 0...1—2—3...4 
33. Too fearful or anxious 0 — 1 2 3 4 
34. Withdrawn—doesn't get involved with others 0 — 1—2 — 3—4 
35. Refuses to attend school due to fears 0...1 2 3...4 
36. Irritable; touchy 0...1 ...2...3...4 
ID#: 
Name: 
Date: 
Grade: 
School: 
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VigaalltSI 
Nonv, IMen carefuliy to tlw foOowing Story: 
Yoa see some idds playing a fan gam« on tepiaysrsund. YaatwouldnketojointiMnandpiay. 
too. You go up to th« kids and asic. "Can i pUty?~ One of ttie kids turns araund and saym, "Na" 
ai. Now, think alMutwIiy the kid said "NO". 
a. Did they say no because they dont like you? 
-i 1-pmMHynat nayte yos 
•id tiwy say no because they were mad at you? 
H 1 1-praMWynot maybe 
e. Did they say no because they ware picking on yotf? 
-f-
ne pntauynet nayte 
d. OM they say no because youYe not good atthe game? 
H ( h 
no imnHirnst nayte 
•. Oki they say no because you  ^not fan to be with? 
H 1 (-pnteUfnet nayte yss 
r. Did tlwy say no because yottoflmdon^ptay the game 
H J 1 H 
no pnteUynet nayte yes 
9. Old they say no because you are usually not fun to be with? 
-I 1 1 (-
no preteMynot oaybe ym 
iL WouidtheMdssaynetoyooifltwereadlffcientklndofgame? 
H 1- 1 ^ J-
no ptBteUynot nayte yes 
L Would other kids say no if you asked thm if yoaeouid play? 
H i 1 i-
m pnteMrnot nayte yas 
02. If you ware the person in the story, how: 
a. mad wouM you ftnl? 
-H 
netnad kMofnad pnOynad 
bL sad would you faei? 
-I-
notsad tMafMd preiynd 
e. bad would you faai? 
-t-
notbod Mndofbid pnaybad 
d. afraid would you faal? 
H-
notaMd idndefaftad piaiyaftaid vaiy aftaid 
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03. IfyouweiBthepersoninthestonf.andalddieiayteldyeii'Wwlieoyooasliadtoplay.jgjiS 
wpmM vou wntte hawB hanon nwrt. ori«i«—» jyff«—yw«« 
«. HoMfaoodofafloaltetlwtfartheitituation wtwfe«fcMtaM»you "^"wtienyouaskto 
Ptoy? 
H 1 f {-
vwybadgoal loitartadgaal MRofgaodgaat Mtygoodgoal 
04 If you Mwre the person in ttw story and a idd said "ttof when you asfcad to piay, and you wanted 
fooal resoonset tohannew. wtiatwiotifcivottdonMt? 
a. How good of idea do you tMnfc this is? 
-I 1 1 1_ 
MrybididaB aMefbadidM MdafgoodidM vwygoedidM 
bL How iikeiy would you bo to do tliis7 
^ 1 1 1-
WKyunHgMy tortefuniiBriir wtefWy nwyMaly 
c. (taw easy would ft te to do this? 
-4 1 1 [_ 
Kwy tiwa Mrterhoa Mtcfaaqr iwrymy 
OS. Now! want you to thinic about some goals other iddahavo liar this silaallon. 
a. OneidddidntwanttofMibad. How good of a goal is that? 
-i 1 1 1-
owybadgaii MtoTbadgeai Mrtofgoodgoil vwygoodgoii 
h. Another Idd wanted to got tewenge. How good of a goal is that? 
Hi 1 J h 
wybadgoM sartarMgail ntofgDedgaif MqrfloadgaH 
& Another Md wanted to mate things frir. How good of a goal is that? 
H i 1 H 
wiybedgM aortofbadoM aoncfooodoort wiyooDdgoil 
d. Anotherkidwantadtoflndoutfflomaboutwtiytteiddtaidthom "noL" Howgoodofa 
goal ia that? 
H i f h 
MAofbaSQOu MRcfyottlQcai vwyQoodQoil 
08. Now I'm going to tail you soma things other idda have cone up with that thoyniigiit do in that 
sttitstion. 
A. On* kid tried to argue hisAier way into the gameu 
a. Howgoodofanideedoyoathinlcthiais? 
-f ( ( h-
wtytadidM MtoTMidM aMafgaadidM vaiygaadidH 
bL How Hkeiy would you be to do this? 
H i 1 H-
wytnMy MtorunMy wanetWa^ myamtf 
e. How easy would it be to do this? 
H 1 [ h 
vwytard sMefhad tact of May iiwyiy 
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a One kid stood off to tiie side and watched. 
a. Howrgoodof an idradeyatttiiinicttiisis? 
-t f 1 f-
vaybadidM sMofbadidM aartofgoodidaa vaprgoodidea 
b. How Hkety would you be to do ttihi? 
~i f 1 H 
wyunHictf aDrtefunMoly ntofiWy vaiyHceiy 
e. How easy would it bo to do ttris? 
H 1 1 (-
wytara aorteflart sonoteny vary easy 
c. One kid said nothing and walked away. 
a. How good of an idea do you tMnk this is? 
H h 
myoadidaa Mrtofbadidaa Mofggedldaa vatygoodidea 
Hl How liicely would you te to do this? 
H h 
vaqrcMWy wHctMmttf tonotamf wyBoiy 
e. How easy woukf it lie to do this? 
H f-
vaiytort aenefhaRi aortofaa^r varyaaay 
O. One kid asked to play in the nest gam A. 
a. How good of an Idea do you tMnk tiiis is? 
H h MiytadidM aortoftaadidM Mrtofgoodidaa vary good idea 
b. How likely would you lie to do this? 
H f-
vaiyunllalir aeRofwIlHiy aenolHaiy yatytloeiy 
e. How easy would It b* to do this? 
H h 
vanrhara aortafhard ntofoasy vaiyaaay 
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VigiMttBia 
Now, ({•tencareftiUy to the foOowing story: 
You are in the lunchroom with your tray. You see a taMe where some kids are laughing and having 
agoodtime. You go over and asit to sit there: One of the kids says. "No." 
Q1. Now. think about why the kM said "NO". 
DM they say no Isccause they dont like you? 
-i 1 1-
ptetaUynet iik«w yes 
bL OM they say no because they weie mad at you? 
H 1 h praBHifnoc myiw 
e. Did they say no iiecause they ware picking on you? 
H i J pntaUynet 
d. Did they say no because youYe not fUn to eat with? 
H 1 1 praMHynot 
t. Did ttiey say no because youVe not fiin to bo around? 
H 1 f prabiMynGt 
t Old they say no iieeause you are usually not Am to eat with? 
H 1 1 (-
no prataHynat 
g. Would they say no on a UHliwwit day? 
-i h (jiUaUynet 
h. Would tiwidd say no to you if you had asked to join a game? 
-» 1 1 K 
no pnMHynat mayta* yw 
L Would other Mds say no ifyou asked to eat lunch with them? 
-I 1 1 H 
no praHMynot 
02. If you were the parson in the story, how: 
a. rasd would you (M? 
H 1 i H 
netmad IMefinad pnBymad wcy mad 
b. sad woufcf you fM? 
1 1 h 
notaid Mnrtofad 
e. bad would you feei? 
H 1 1 H 
notbad JdndeTbad pndytad vwy 
d. afraid would you fieei? 
nataftlid MndoriCnid praayaftaid 
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ax Ifyouwwe the person in tt* story, «id a kMreelly told you "no" when you asfcid to eat hmch 
with then, what would you want to have happen nest or what goal wooid you have? 
a. How good of a goalls that for the situation where a kid tells you "no" when you asfc to 
eat vrith them? 
H 1 1 i-
vwybadgatf sMofbadgoM senofgeodgni vwygoodgoal 
<34. If you were the person in the story and a idd said "no" wiien you asiied to eat with them, and 
vou wanted faoal response) ________ to happen, what would you do next? 
a. Howgoodof an ideedoyoothlnlcthiais? 
-I H 
vwybadidaa aortefbadidw MorgpodilM vMygoodidea 
Dl HOW likely would you be to do this? 
H h 
wyunWy MtefurtMir ntoTMir wprMy 
e. Howessy%»euld ttbetodathls? 
-I h 
venrlwil Mttefhad wrtofcasif vaiycMy 
as. Now rra going to have you think about aomegoala other Mda have come up with for this 
a. OnekiddidntwaiittoM tied. How good of a goal is that? 
H 1 1 h 
venrbsdgail wRorbadgeil aattergaedgaal vanrgaodgoit 
hi Another kid wanted to get revenge. How good of a goal Is that? 
H 1 1 h 
wnrbedgosl wterbadgcM aatefgoedgaal wygoedgoM 
c. Another Md wanted to mate things filr. How good of a goal is that? 
-t i 1 h 
«wyeadgoM mtaftaigari wtorgaedgoM wygoedgeai 
d. Another kM wanted to (bid out more about wliy the Md told them "n&" Howgoodofa 
goal is that? 
H 1 1 h 
«anrbadgaat Mrtafbadgaal aoRafgaadgeai Miygaadgert 
oa. Now I'm going to tell you some things Other Mda have ceme up with that they might do in that 
sttuation. 
A. OneMdtriedtoarguehis/lierwByintoaittingattbetaMeL 
a. How good of an idea do you think thia is? 
H h 
vwybedidaa aartefbadfelM wtafgoedidei varrgeodida 
bi How likely «wouid you tie to do tMs? 
H i 1 i-
vanrunOMy aottofustaly aenofMir vaiyHaiy 
c. How eaay would it tie to do this? 
H h 
MtyhaM aottafhard mtofaaair wiy wm» 
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B. One iddstf alone ataaottMrtabta  ^
a. Hawr good of an idea do you think tMs is? 
-4 H 
vwytaadidM sotofbididM aortafgaodidM voiyseadriH 
&. How likely would you be to do this? 
4-
vanruniWr wtorirtWy aorteffWir weyikaV 
c. How easy would rt be to do ttiis? 
H h 
vatylwd Mrtofhant sortofeasy Mfyeasy 
& One kM said nothing and walked away. 
a. How good of an idaa do you think this IS? 
-i f H 
virirbadideB sertofbadidM sortefgaadidaa vaiygaodidea 
How likely wouM you be to do tilis? 
H 1-
myiMtSktif taneltMtkilf seRofMiy myamr 
c. Howr easy would it be to do this? 
-i 1 1-
wyhad sartaflwd wHofm&f wyavy 
D. One kid asked Why haMiecouidn  ^sit at tiwtaMa  ^
a. How good of an idea do you tliinfc this is? 
H H 
weyMidM MtafbadidM Mrtofgoodidaa vwygeodidM 
tL How likely would you be to do tMs7 
H f 1 1-
vMywMf MrtefiaMHir aartafHoily vatyBety 
c. How easy would It tie to do this? 
H h 
weyloM aertoftaM lottefaaqr wycasy 
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VlgMttCS 
Now, listen eareftilly to ttwfiailoiwiiig story: 
Yoa come into class late and the teictwr has the other students divided into groups, working on a 
project. The teacher tells you to picic a group to work with. You go up to one of the groups and 
ask to woric with them. Oneofthe kids says. "No." 
Ql. Now tiihik about why the kid said "NO". 
a. Old they say no because ttieydont like you? 
H 1 ! 1-
ne pnbMynot maybe yes 
b. Did they say no because they WBTB mad at you? 
-i \ i i-
ne prabit]t|rnot mayoe yes 
c. Old they say no because they were picking on you? 
-i 1 1 1-
no pnbaMynet naybe yes 
d. Did they say no because you're not very good at school pfojecta? 
H J 1 f-
flD pnbtUrnet maybe yes 
e. DMtheysaynobenuseyouYenotftinto wwIc wilh? 
H ( 1 h 
no prabaMynot meybe yes 
L Oldtheysay no because you are usualiy not good at school projects? 
H ——f- 1 1-
DQ prabittynot rayfis yw 
g. Would they usually say no if you Mtod to warlc¥ntlittiein7 
H —-f- ' f-
no pnbeUynQC inaytje yes 
ft. VWould the kids say no to you if It ware a dHtaent kind of class activity? 
H ——t- 1 1-
no prabebtynot iieytJe yee 
L Would Other Uds say no if you asked to woric with them? 
H 1 i H 
no prabeblynat mmbe yes 
02. If you were the person in the story, how: 
a. mad would you fM? 
-» i i H 
nolmad UndaTmad pnttymed tMry tnad 
b. sad would you «ssi7 
H 1 1 f-
netad Mndofced pndycad veiy sad 
c. bad would you fBei? 
H 1 1 1-
notbad Hndofbed pnOybed my bad 
d. afraid would you feel? 
H 1 1 h UaMd t^ofataid pieByafliiJ veiy aCtiid 
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Q3L If yoa were tlw parson in ttM story, and aiddrM(lyta<d you 'ne'wtian you asfcad to work with 
tlieni. whatwould ygu wsntto hw happen neatt, orwhstqost woofclyoM hew? 
a. How good of a goal is that tiarthe situation where a Md tails you "no" when you asic to 
work with them? 
H 1 i (-
vwybadgoat (ortofbugeai Mtargoadgoal vwygoodgoat 
Q4. If you were the person in tho story and a kid said "no" wlien you aaked to work with them, and 
¥OU wanted fooal rasBonset to hamiMi. what would vou do nest? 
a. How good of an idea do you think this is? 
H 1 1 (-
vwybadldae aatofbadidM sort of good idM vMygoedidM 
b. How likely would you bo to do tWs? 
H 1 1 H 
wanrurtWy aortefunlMy MrtafiiBriy twyMy 
e. How easy would It be to do this? 
H 1 1 1-
vaqrianl aanoflM aortofeasir <wyaaay 
OS Now rra going to have you think atMiut some goals eitier kids haws come up with for this 
situation. 
a. OnekiddidntwanttoflBelbad. How good of a goal is that? 
H i J H 
wrybedgeM Mtafbadgaal Mrtofgoodgoal MfygoedgoU 
b. Another Idd wanted to get revenge. How good of a goal is that? 
H 1 i 1-
wiybadgaal •ortoftadgal ntofgoodgoa< wygeedggii 
& Another l(id wanted to make thtaigs fair. How good of a goal Is that? 
H J 1 h MybedgoM •ntofbadgotf art of good goal wygoodgod 
d. Another Ud wanted to find out more about wiiy the kid told them "no." How good of a 
goal is that? 
H 1 1 1-
vwybedgMl sertoftodgaM nt of good goal iwty good goat 
QSL NOW RM going to tell you some things other idds have come up with that they might do in that 
situation. 
A. One Md tried to aiguehisflierwBy into working with the group. 
a. How good of an idea do you think this is? 
H 1 1 h 
wtybedidM aartafbedidM aonorgoedidaa vMygoodidM 
bi How likely would you be to do this? 
-I 1 1 (-
wyunMy MrtofutfWy aettofllaly vMyHaiy 
c. How easy would it be to do this? 
H 1 1 1-
vetyhanJ aartofhani HRofaesy wyassf 
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B. One Md Just Stood and wslched the greoifc. 
a. How good of an idea do yea tMnk this is? 
H 1 ( K 
wcybadidea sottoftadidM aatafgoedidea varygoodidea 
ts. How likely wouid you be to do this? 
H 1 1 1-
vMyisAalir aertofunHely wRofBoeiy voyitaiy 
c. How easy would it tie to do this? 
H 1 f H 
vaiynaid utofiart sortofeasy vatyeasy 
C. One kid said nothing and waiind away. 
a. How good of an idea do you thinic this is? 
H h 
wMybadidM sortofbadidai MtofgoadidM vanrgoedidea 
b. How ilkdy would yod be to do thia? 
-J 1-
vaiyunMy aostfunilaly MrteTMy vHyBialy 
c. How easy would it iw to do tMa? 
-i h 
vanrlHRl tonefhM wtofaasy Miyaasy 
a One kid aaicediwhyhetelieeouldn^warlcwnth that groiipL 
a. How good of an idea do you think thiaia? 
H f-
vatybadidaa acRofbadidia wtofgoodidea Mrygoodidca 
b. How likely would you be to do this? 
H 1-
vanrunMy aectefuaitaly aertefMy vaiyliMy 
c. How easy would it be to do this? 
•i h 
naryhani ssrteftard aoitafeasy wyeaay 
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Na«r. Dsten caraMly to ttw foilawring story: 
You're waiting in line atthedrinidng fuuiiliiii and you get bumped from behind and pushed out of 
line. You turn around and the kid wtn was behind you doesnt say anything. 
Ql. NOMT, think ateutwrtiy the JddiNraipad into you. 
1. Old they bump into you because they dont like you? 
H 1 h 
pnbaHirnat maybe yas 
bi Old they bump into you because they WBfe mad at you? 
H 1 h 
no twbaMynot mayba yw 
e. Did they bump into you bacausathaywampicfctng on you? 
H 1 f H 
no pnbaHirnac naiba yea 
d. Old they bump into you bscaoso you're in the way? 
-i H pnbaUynGt lauba 
a. OM they bump into you bacausayou i^Mtfkia to be with? 
H 1 J h 
no pnbaUynet 
r. Did they bump into you bseanaayott am oflan in the way? 
H i i-
8- Old they bump into you bacausa you are usuaiiy not fnn to be with? 
H 1 1 H 
no pntaaUynet maybe yaa 
h. Would the i((d bump into you if It ware a difllmnt place (nka. in the classroom)? 
H ! ! H 
ne pntaHynat mayba ym 
t VWoukl other kids bump into you? 
•4 h 
no pnbaHynet maybe 
02. If you ware the peraon In the story, how: 
a. mad would you fM? 
H h 
notmad iMafnad t«atty iiiaa wy nwd 
bi sadwouhlyoufiBal? 
-i 1 1 (-
Hndoraad 
c. bad woukl you fael? 
-J 1 1 1-
natbad idndofbM praaytad wey bad 
d. afraid would you fael? 
H i 1 f-
netiftad MndofaiMd ptaayaftiid m 
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ox Ifyouweratfwpamniiitlwstacy, aadai(idfaiiytiuin|Mdintoyoii,loekadatyo(i,aiKlsaid 
notMng; ««<Mt woiiM you wntto hsM liappHi not orwtMt goal tmoid you bam? 
a. Howr good of a goal is ttiat for tlMsitnaiionwheteaiddbuinps into you. looks at you 
and says notiiing? 
-t ( 1 h Mtytadgoal sortofMgrt mofgopdgaai vMygoodgoai 
04. ifyauwerettiapersoninttisstoryandai(idi]unip8dlntoyou.lookedatyouandsaidnotli{ng, 
id vou wanted local resoonsel to lianaen. what would vou do next? 
a. Howrgoodofanideadeyoutlifnfctiiisis? 
-I f 1 f_ ¥«yMidM astolMidH mergoMldM vwygoeddee 
in How liicsly would you be to do tMs7 
-1 1 1 f-
vwyunMy Mrtefunihiiy •artofOcMy MnrBialir 
c. How easy would tt ba to do this? 
-i 1 1 h 
vmyima wtafhn wnefmty vywiy 
a& Now rra going to haws you ttdnkalMut soma goals otlwriddstiave come up witft for tills 
sttisstfofi* 
•. OnekiddidntwsnttofiBeibad. Howgoodof agoal istiiat? 
-I 1 1 H 
vwyMgoil wtafMgGil MRofgoeagoii wrgoodgaai 
b. Anotiwridd wanted to gat rsvenge. Howgoodof agoal istiiat? 
H 1 1 f-
wrrMgoil MrtofbadgoM nt of good goal natygacdgoal 
a Anotiier IddwantadtomatetMngsfiir. Howgoodof agoal istiiat? 
H f i 1-
«aiyfiadgaal MtofbadgeM •onefgeadgeal wiy good goal 
d. Anottiaridd wantad to find out mora about wiiyttisiddiioinpad into him. Howgoodofa 
goaliattiat? 
H 1 f 1-
veyiadgGal aoRefbadgeal aoRergeodgaal weygeedgoal 
oa Now ilm going to tsli you some tilings otiMrlddshne come up wittitiiattliey might do in tliat 
STTBFLLLOFIA 
A. Ona idd triad to argue with the idd wtto twmpad him/her. 
a. How good of an tdea do you think this is? 
H 1 » f-
mytHUm acnctbaaUm wtefgeedidaa weygaedUaa 
b. How likely would you be to do tills? 
-I 1 ( (_ 
vafyuawy MiterunNely aoRofBaly veyatdy 
e. HowessywouMitbetodotMs? 
H i 1 1-
wiyhm aarteflM aotoTaaay leiyiaay 
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B- One kid stood there and ssid nodiing. 
a. How good of an idn do you think tWs is? 
H 1-
vwybadidM aoRefbadidea sortoTgoodidee vaiygoedidaa 
b. Howr likely would yoa be to do this? 
-i H 
wrurKMy aortafinaaly aoftariMy wylikdtr 
c. How easy would it bo to do this? 
H h 
wryhart aertefhart aertefeasy vanrcaay 
C. One kid said nothing and wailCBd away. 
a. ilew good of an idea do you think tMs is? 
-i h 
vaybadidM aortefbadidH aortefgoodidea vwygooda 
b. How likaly would you tM to do this? 
H (-
vaiywCMf MKofuniiWir aoRofBctftr wnrHcaiir 
CL HowessywouiditiMtDdotfaiB? 
H i 1 h 
wyhaRd aortefhM •rtofeaay »anr«M> 
0. Onaidd waited to so* what tiM other idddMnaxt 
a. ttowgoodof an idea do you think this ia? 
-i h 
wiybadidH aoRofbadidw Mrtofgoedidae iwygoedidea 
bL How likely would you be to do ttiis? 
H h 
Miyunitaly aortefunihMir aatoftaly wiyHalir 
& Howeasywmulditbatodothis? 
H H ¥Myhart Mrtefim wcncttmf wiytanf 
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Now, IMsn eareftiliy to Om toUowing story: 
Yeiite working en a project at your desk. Another student loiocks part of It on the floor. Thefcfci 
ases it tail, looks at you. and doesnt say anything. 
01. Now, think about why that kid knocked part of your project to the floor 
a. Did tt» student iaiock the profect off because tlMydont like you? 
H 1 1 H 
no pneatlfnat amybe yes 
bL Old they knock it off beeauso they wve road at you? 
-f 1 1-proteb^not nuytoc yvs 
e. Old they knock tlieprqectotr because tliey were pidcing on you? 
H 1 1 H 
no pntaUfnet umjftm ym 
d. Did they knock part of your project off because your project is not very good? 
H 1 ! H 
no pntsHirnat msibe yts 
a. DM they knock it off her lUf you had It too doe* to the edge of the desic? 
H i 1 h 
m tJiBfUynet msibe yw 
r. Did they knock it off because Uds often aro knocking your stuff off your desk? 
H 1 1 1-
no pwitot^ynct nmfim yw 
0. DM they knock it off bee wise kids ususiiy don't like your projects? 
H ——t- 1 1-
no pnOiMjfnoc Rwyfee yvs 
h. WeuMttwkMknoeititoffyaiirdMkifitwweiRadiftaentciass? 
H 1 i H 
no fUeUynet msybe ym 
L WooM Other Mds knock your project off the desir? 
H 1 1-
pnOttiynot mayte 
(S. If you wsrottM parson in the story, how: 
a. mad would you IM? 
H H 
netimd IMoTinM prMtymad 
b. sad weuM you feei? 
-t-
tMtad tMofnd ftyud 
& bad would you fM? 
naibad MndeTbad prasybad 
d. afraid weuki you (M? 
matad MndofiiMd pmtyatraid wiy iftixl 
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Q3L If you were the persoe to the stoiy, and a kMiwUyloieeked part of your project oo the fleer, 
loofced at you, and said netiting, what weold yoo want to have happen neafc or what goal woofd you 
have? 
a. How good of a goal is that far the sitiiatian where a idd knocks your praject on the floor, 
hioks at you and says notiihig? 
H 1 1 1-
vwybadgod aertofbedgeil aertefgeodsail vciygaedgeai 
04. If you were the person in the story and a kM knocked your project on the floor, looked at you 
and said nothing, and vou wanted /aoai fgsoonset to haooen. what would vou 
do nest? 
a. How good of an idee do yoa think this is? 
H 1 1 H 
wqrtadidH MrtoftedidM sortefgoodidM vwygoodidM 
b. How likely would you be to do this? 
H 1 1 K 
wiyunMir ntorunMir aortofMy wiyBeilir 
c. HoweaaywfoulditbetodotMs? 
H 1 1 H MiylM ntoThM Mrtofanir wyaay 
05. Now lln going to hav» you think alwdt some goals other kids iMveoome up with for this gHogyoH. 
a. OneMddidnYwanttofealbad. How good of a goal is that? 
H 1 1 (-
wiybadgaii aertefliadgait wtofgeedgMt wfygoodgeil 
bi Another Md wanted to gat revenge. How good of a goal is that? 
H 1 1 h 
vMybadgoM tencfbtaga  ^ MitafgoodgoS v«ygaodgMi 
& Another Md wanted to make things Mr. How good of a goal Is that? 
H 1 1 H 
wqrMgeri MRefbadgail aMofgoedgm wrygoedgMl 
± Another kid wanted to find out mem about wtiy the Ud knocked his stuff off the desk. 
How good of a goal is tiMt? 
, 1 
wtybadgoM aartofbadgeM aaaargaodgod vvygeodgoal 
06. Now rra going to tall you aome things otiierklds have come up with that they miglit do in that 
sWnatlnn. 
A. One kkl triad to argue wWh the kid who knocked hia/har stuff off the deek. 
a. How good of an Idea do you tWnk this is? 
varybadidaa aortefbadidaB aortofgoodidaa vatygaodUaa 
b. How likely would you be to do this? 
H 1 1 1-
MiyurtMy aoRefanNaSy aoitarifcaly wfyMy 
c. How easy would it be to do tWs? 
H i 1 f-
vanrbart aoKefbwd aortofaaay vmymtf 
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B. OiwiddsattlMmMdnidiiaifiing. 
a. HowgoodofanidMdeyoutlifnicthlsis? 
H 1 1 h 
mybtaUm SHtofbaOidaa aertofgoaddn wygeodidH 
bi How Kkety would you be to do this? 
-i 1 1 1-
wyunMy aartaftnlkelir sotofBiely vaiyikely 
c. How easy wooid it lie to do this? 
H 1 f h 
mytma seRofhu soctafcasy varyeasy 
& One icid said nothing and started pteidng up the prqiect. 
a. How good of an idea do you thinic this is? 
H j_ 
Miybadidea aanafbaaklm MrtefgoodidH vaiygaodidta 
b. How iilceiy wooid you be to do this? 
-I h 
wyunWy aoRofwiiMy MtofHcMy wiyHcMy 
c. Howeasywouiditbetodotliis? 
-t 1-
varyiM aartofiora aMteraaay wiyeasy 
0. One kid aaiiadtlieotlieridd to heip him/her pieic the profect bade up. 
a. How good of an idae do you think this is? 
wvybadidaa MrtofbadidM aoRefgoodidaa vaiygaadidBi 
b. How likeiy would you tae to do this? 
H (-
vaiyunMly MRofiMfhMy aertarHtily Miyiieily 
c. How easy vmuid it be to do this? 
H h 
MryhM aoRorhn utofaaay nwycaqf 
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Now. listene*elbllytetheflBUewlngsleiy: 
You're on the piaygreund and all of a sodden a ban hits yoii. You look around and the kid who you 
think may have thrown the ball is looking at you. 
Q1. Now, think about why yon got hit by the balL 
a. Did the kid hit you with the ball on purpose? 
-i f h 
no ptetablynat mayte 
b. Did they hit you with tlie ball became they dont like you? 
H 1 f i (WJfUynet 
& DU they hit you with the lialllieeause they were picking on you? 
-t 1 1 1-
ne pntaMynet 
d. Old the tiall hit you because you were in the «vay7 
-I 1 , 
no 
DldtlieiialihityoulieciuieyoudidntcUcfaitwheayenweresuppoiedte? 
-I 1 1 (-
m pnfiaUirnet 
I. Did the ball Wt you because kids often am throwing titlngs at you? 
H 1 1 h 
m pmMMiriiat 
0. Did the iMU hit you because you usually do not play the games rigiit? 
H 1 1 h-
no futeUynBt 
IL VWoukf you have gottm hit by the bail if yoo were playing a dHtaent game? 
H i 1 1-iM pradMynot 
L Would other kids hit yoa with a ban? 
H h 
probitilyncl 
02. If you were the person in the atcry, how; 
a. mad would you faal? 
H 1-
netmd MMofnad pnoyinad 
b. aed wouM you feet? 
-H 
nataa« iMefi 
& bad would you fael? 
-h iMafbao fly tea 
d. afraid would you IM? 
iMtjftaid Undatatma pnayaMd 
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03. If yoH were the peson In the Story, end a ban leiHycBd hit yoo and yea turned and saw aUd 
look at you and say nothing, vdiat would you want to hawe happen next or what goal would you 
have? 
a. Howgoodofagoalisthatliorthesituatianwfbereabailhitsyauandyauseeakidlook 
at you and say nothing? 
H 1 1 f-
wiybadgaal aartafbadgail aatofgeodgori vwygeodgaai 
04. Ifyouweretheparsoninthestaryandabailhityouandyousawalcidloakatyouandsay 
nothing, and vou wanted focal rasiwnsel to haooen. what would vou do next? 
a. How good of an idea do you think this is? 
-i h 
wiybadidH mtofbadUM ntofgoaOidH MiygoadidM 
bi How (ifceiy would you be to do this? 
-i J-
wyirtigriy wtofuniiaiir wanofBmtf imi»^ 
G. Howeaaywould itbetodothls? 
-i 1-Miyhart ntefhail mtt/mmr «wy—y 
OSL Now rm going to have you think about soma goals othsrldds ham come up with for this 
SttOfltiOR* 
a. OneidddldntwanttofBeliiad. How good of a goal Is that? 
H 1 1 1-
wybMomi Hrtafbadgml MRofgoodgoii wygoodgaii 
bi Another icid wanted to gat revengo. HowgoodofagoallsthaK? 
H 1 1 h 
wybadgeH Mafbadgml nt of goad got vwygaodgml 
& Another Md wanted to make things Mr. How good of a goal is that? 
H 1 1 (-
iwybidgeal aMefbadgMl sit of good gol wnrgoedgoil 
d. Anothar kid wanted to find out more about why the Md hit him with a ball. 
How good of a goal is that? 
_l 1 ( H 
wiyMgaM MrtofbadgoM ntergaadgari vwygeodgeil 
QOL Now I'm going to tail you some things other Iddstwve come up with that tiiay might do in that 
A. One Md triad to aigae with tlwidd who was looking at him/her. 
a. How good of an Idea do yoM think this is? 
-i 1-
wybididM MrteftaaOidH tonal good Um vwygoodidM 
b. How likaiy would you be to do this? 
H i-
vwyunMy aartoTunlMy wRefMy nwyBaly 
CL How easy would It be to do this? 
H h 
wyhwd •oRerhM MtefMay iiwy msy 
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B. One idd Stood ttwie and saiil notiiinB. 
a. HowrgoodofanidBadoyoutliinicttiiBis? 
H 1 1 (-
wybadidM ntoTMIdM aoRefgoedidM vaygaodidM 
b. Haw likeiy woiiid you b* to do this? 
-i 1 1 h 
wyunMy mafunaalir sertefHatf KwyBly 
c. How easy wouJd it be to do ttiis? 
-» 1 1 H MqrliMd aHtofhHd Mttofasqr wfywiy 
c. One kid said netting and tmiiiad away. 
a. How good of an idoadoyoutMnictMs is? 
-( 1 1 1-
««ybadidH wtcftadidH mofgoodidai vanrgeedidM 
b. How llksiy wouid you b* to do this? 
•i h MtofunMir ntefMir Mqriiidy 
c. How easy would itbotodotMs? 
-i h MReflM ntofaasir Mnr« 
a On* IddasicadtteodMridd not to hit MmAiar with tiM bail again. 
a. How good of an idudoyou tMnlcthis is? 
H h 
mftmtUm wonttbtiUm MtofgoadldM vnygoodidM 
b.HowlUc«iy wotddyoa iwtodotllis? 
•i H Mrria«al|f aeMer«i«M|f lertafBalir MnrlWy 
c. How easy wouid it bo to do this? 
H f-Mwylwd Mrtofhad Mef 
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